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1 Introduction

Guide to Sutton Harbour AAP

Where the Area Action Plan fits within the Plymouth Local Development FrameworkIntroduction1

The history of the area together with details of the main issues facing Sutton
Harbour and where this Area Action Plan complements other regeneration
initiatives

Area Context2

The key aims and objectives of the Area Action PlanVision and
Objectives

3

Policies and proposals setting out what the Area Action Plan will achieve in The
Barbican

The Barbican4

Policies and proposals setting out what the Area Action Plan will achieve in
Bretonside / Exeter Street

Bretonside and
Exeter Street

5

Policies and proposals setting out what the Area Action Plan will achieve in CoxsideCoxside6

How the proposals in the Area Action Plan will be deliveredDelivery7

The benefits to the local community that development will be expected to deliverCommunity Benefit
Priorities

8

How the delivery and effectiveness of the Area Action Plan is to be monitored and
reviewed

Monitoring9

A Map illustrating the location and extent of the Sutton Harbour AAP ProposalsProposals Map

Technical terms used in the Area Action PlanGlossary of Terms

Table 1 Sutton Harbour AAP - Document Contents
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Sutton Harbour Issues and Options Report (2005) Plymouth City Council

Preliminary Sustainability Appraisal for Sutton Harbour (2005)

Report summarising consultation responses to Sutton Harbour (2005) Plymouth City Council

Plymouth Sustainable Neighbourhoods Study - East End (2005)

Sutton Harbour Preferred Options Report (2006) Plymouth City Council

Sustainability Appraisal of Sutton Harbour Area Action Plan. Volume 1. (2006)
Sustainability Appraisal of Sutton Harbour Area Action Plan. Volume 2. (2006)
Sustainability Appraisal of Sutton Harbour Area Action Plan. Volume 3. (2006)

Sutton Harbour Area Action Plan Update March 2007

Sutton Harbour Area Action Plan Preferred Options Response Summary

Plymouth's Barbican and Sutton Harbour (1991) Civic Trust Regeneration Unit

Sutton Community Planning Study (2000) Plymouth City Council

Moon Street & Environs Planning & Urban Design Brief (2000) Plymouth City Council

Plymouth Cycle Strategy (2000) Plymouth City Council

Plymouth East End Regeneration Strategy and Masterplan (2002) Urban Practitioners

Sutton Harbour East Interim Planning Statement (2003) Plymouth City Council

A Vision for Plymouth (2004) MBM Arquitectes / AZ Urban Studio

Plymouth Eastern Gateway Vision (2004) Llewelyn Davies

Detailed Assessment of Air Quality in Plymouth (2004) Plymouth City Council

Plymouth Sustainable Neighbourhood Assessment - East End (2005) - LDA

Plymouth Victorian and Edwardian Schools Study (2005) AMEC

Plymouth Draft Tall Buildings Strategy (2005) LDA

Plymouth Employment Land Review (2006) Baker Associates

Parking Strategy (2006-2011) Plymouth City Council

Plymouth Shopping Study (2006) Cushman and Wakefield

Plymouth Waterfront Characterisation Study (2006) Alan Baxter Associates

Plymouth Eastern Corridor Study (2006) Faber Maunsell

Local Transport Plan 2: Parking Strategy (2006) Plymouth City Council

Plymouth Level 2 Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (Draft Report, 2007) JBA Consulting

Barbican Conservation Area Appraisal and Management Plan (2007) Plymouth City Council

Assessment of Land Use Planning Implications Associated with Major Hazard Sites in the Cattedown Area
of Plymouth (2007) Atkins
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Sutton Harbour Issues and Options Report (2005) Plymouth City Council

Plymouth Urban Capacity Study (2004) Llewelyn Davies

Table 2 Sutton Harbour AAP - Key Evidence Base Documents

Citywide Location Plan of Sutton Harbour

City Wide Location Plan 
of Sutton Harbour
Area Action Plan

Sutton Harbour
Area Action Plan

N 

Citywide Location Plan of Sutton Harbour AAP

Planning Context

1.1 This Area Action Plan forms part of a portfolio of documents called the Local Development
Framework (LDF). The LDF is being prepared under the Planning and Compulsory Purchase
Act 2004 and will replace the existing Local Plan. When adopted, Plymouth’s LDF together
with the Regional Spatial Strategy will be the statutory Development Plan for this area. An
extract from the adopted Local Plan showing the policies and proposals from that Plan that are
being replaced is contained at the back of this document.

1.2 The Core Strategy (adopted in April 2007) sets out the key high level principles for development
in Plymouth, and these are expanded in the Area Action Plans to provide more specific detail
on the opportunities within key areas. This Plan does not repeat the policies contained within
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the Core Strategy but the two Plans should be read together to aid decision-making. Core
Strategy policies will be material to decisions within the Plan area. The timescale for this Area
Action Plan is for the period from 2006 to 2021.

1.3 The Sutton Harbour Area Action Plan is being produced because there is a real chance for
significant development to take place and the Area Action Plan will give the statutory basis for
this development to happen. It will help deliver the already very active regeneration programme
in this area and translate aspirations into reality. It builds on the substantial foundations
established by the Sutton Partnership, the East End Partnership and other local initiatives.

(Text to be deleted on adoption.)

1.4 This is the submission version of the Area Action Plan (AAP) and is being submitted to the
Government for an independent public examination. To reach this stage the Council's large
evidence base has been used and extensive public consultation has been undertaken.
Details of consultations and the Council's responses can be found in the Consultation Report
published alongside this Area Action Plan. Details of the evidence base can be found on the
Council’s website, or from the City Council.

1.5 This Plan is in accordance with the Plymouth Local Development Scheme and has been
prepared in compliance with the Council’s Statement of Community Involvement. The final
Sustainability Report is also available with this AAP and this covers the sustainability factors
and options that helped us to refine the proposals in this document.

1.6 Key representations made during consultation at the Issues and Options and Preferred
Options stages have been supported and included within the Plan. Amendments have also
been made in response to new evidence and changes in circumstances. The major changes
are as follows:

Exchange Street Car Park: The majority of representations received disagreed with this
Preferred Option. In acknowledgement of these concerns, and having regard to issues
about deliverability, the Option is not being pursued through the AAP. Nor is the alternative
of development of this site, which would also raise flood-risk concerns.
Sutton Jetty: This proved to be the most controversial Preferred Option, and attracted more
representations of disagreement than any other proposal. 80% disagreed with the proposal
as opposed to 8% who were supportive of it. The main issue highlighted in the comments
received related to objections to the potential infill of part of the harbour. Most objections
to the potential infill outlined concerns about a negative impact on Listed structures in the
area, including the harbour wall, and on the historic character of the Conservation Area.
New evidence from the Strategic Flood Risk Assessment has also highlighted the site as
an area of high flood risk. The Council is sensitive to these issues and has removed this
proposal from the AAP.
Bretonside Bus/Coach Station and environs: This was themost popular proposal at Preferred
Options stage. To better meet the Sustainability Assessment criterion in terms of improving
the area’s diversity, this proposal has been amended to enable employment led mixed-use
redevelopment rather than major retail use. This will compliment intensification of retail
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use within the existing City Centre, rather than unsustainably spreading the retail offer over
too large an area. Small scale retail uses still form part of the proposal as these are
considered more likely to attract distinctive local niche retailers that will contribute to the
area’s diversity and cater for people living within walking distance of the site.
Former Art School and Depot, Teats Hill: Unfortunately, since the publication of the Preferred
Options document, the historic Art School building has been demolished. This option is
therefore not being pursued through the AAP.

1.7 A number of further alternatives were explored, and subsequently rejected. No significant
alternatives were generated during the sustainability appraisal of the Sutton Harbour AAP.

1.8 Some of the detailed suggestions received through the Preferred Options consultation and
incorporated into the revised AAP include:

The creation of a new public waterfront walkway link from Exchange Street to Vauxhall
Quay via a cantilevered walkway or boardwalk.

1.9 Amongst the more detailed suggestions that were rejected during preparation of the AAP
were:

Refurbishment, rather than redevelopment of the Preferred Option 1 sites (Commercial
Wharf, Phoenix Wharf, Elphinstone and Lambhay Hill Car Park).
Creation of additional public car parking on the Preferred Option 1 sites, with the suggestion
that a multi-storey car park be created on Lambhay Hill.
Redevelopment of the Vauxhall Quay flats to create a multi-storey car park.
Creation of a park / green-space on the North Quay House Car Park site.
Park and Ride facilities adjacent Tothill Bridge.

1.10 The explosions that occurred in December 2005 at the Buncefield Oil Storage Depot in Hemel
Hempstead have highlighted the need to take into account the Sutton Harbour area’s
relationship with similar hazardous substances storage facilities in the neighbouring Cattedown
port area. The events have illustrated the importance of ensuring that the proposals seek to
reduce risks associated with the storage facilities. New evidence from the Assessment of
Land Use Planning Implications Associated with Major Hazard Sites in the Cattedown Area
of Plymouth gives recommendations about the risk assessments necessary for relevant
proposals and these are reflected in this document.

1.11 You can make further representations on this document, but these must be limited to
the “soundness” of the document. Further explanation on timescales and what we
mean by “soundness” are outlined on the attached sheet.
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2 Area Context

Local Context and History of the Area

2.1

Commercial Wharf 1937

Sutton Harbour includes three
distinct quarters: the Barbican;
Bretonside and Coxside. It lies
immediately southeast of the City
Centre and is Plymouth's historic
core. Plymouth was first
established around a natural
harbour, Sutton Pool, near where
the River Plym and River Tamar
met the sea. A natural inlet,
which cuts through the limestone
ridge of the Hoe/Teats
Hill/Cattedown, meant that Sutton Harbour was a suitable place to create a sheltered fishing
and trading port. Plympton, further up the River Plym, was originally the larger settlement, but
tin-mining resulted in the Plym silting up and Plympton being eclipsed as a port by Sutton
Harbour in the early medieval period. Sutton Harbour became the primary market in the region.
Sutton Harbour and the Barbican still have a medieval street pattern, with narrow, irregular
streets, divided into long, narrow burgage plots, and a few medieval buildings have survived.

2.2 In the 16th century Sutton Harbour was used as the base for the fleet that gathered to face the
Spanish Armada. Some of the oldest surviving buildings date from this period. As trade grew
in the 17th and 18th centuries, many new buildings were constructed and existing buildings
remodelled.

2.3 Coxside developed in the 17th and 18th centuries, providing the best option for expansion from
the overcrowded Barbican area. Rope, important to ships and shipping, was manufactured in
Coxside from at least the early 19th century, and the line of ropewalks have survived as streets
such as Teats Hill Road, and Shepherd’s Lane. There is some 19th century residential
development in Coxside, located away from the waterfront (which was reserved for industrial
uses). Most was housing for those who worked in the nearby quarries, factories and on the
quays.

2.4 An early railway is evident on a map of 1827, the Dartmoor Rail Road running due east from
the east side of Sutton Harbour. In 1891 the London and South Western Railway added a new
line terminating at the Friary Station, to the north-east of Sutton Harbour. There were also
some GWR freight lines intersecting Cattedown, including the Sutton Harbour Branch serving
the quarries and factories in the area.

2.5 By 1940 the Barbican area had become one of the most unsanitary and overcrowded parts of
the city, resulting in slum-clearances and reconstruction. Much of Plymouth was bombed during
World War II, but the Barbican remained relatively intact, giving it the character and distinction
it retains today.
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The Barbican Quay in 1839

Area Background

2.6 Sutton Harbour is situated within two of Plymouth’s neighbourhoods – the western side falls
within the City Centre neighbourhood, which has a population of 4,858; and the eastern side
falls within the East End neighbourhood, which has a population of 4,811.

2.7 According to the 2001 Census Statistics for Plymouth, both neighbourhoods have a lower than
average percentage of owner occupied households, the City Centre being the lowest at 32.9%
- about half the Plymouth average of 63.8%. Renting from private landlords is higher than the
Plymouth average in the two neighbourhoods: 30.7% in the East End and 32.6% in the City
Centre, compared to the Plymouth average of 15%. Both neighbourhoods are characterised
by a high proportion of flats and a low proportion of semi-detached and detached houses
compared to Plymouth averages. The City Centre has a particularly high percentage of flats
at 86.2%, compared with the Plymouth average of 23.5%.

2.8 Travelling to work by car is much lower than the Plymouth average in both neighbourhoods –
only 38.4% in the City Centre compared to the Plymouth average of 61.6%.
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2.9 The percentage of people in good health is lower than the Plymouth average in both
neighbourhoods. The figure is lower in the City Centre, at 57.6%, compared to the Plymouth
average of 66.8%. Long-term illness is also higher than average in both neighbourhoods, the
City Centre the worst of the two at 28%, compared to the Plymouth average of 20.6%.

2.10 Unemployment is higher than the Plymouth average in both neighbourhoods. In the East End,
employment is at 56.1% and is 52.7% in the City Centre, compared with the Plymouth average
of 57.7%.

2.11 Both neighbourhoods are characterised by a higher than average percentage of one-person
households - the City Centre having 61.9% and the East End 44.4%, compared to a Plymouth
average of 32.1%. The percentage of single people is higher than the Plymouth average, with
both neighbourhoods having approximately 42%, compared to the Plymouth average of 30%.
Both also have higher than average number of people between the ages of 20 to 29, more so
in the City Centre at 20.5%, compared with the Plymouth average of 13.3%. The percentage
of people married or remarried is lower than the Plymouth average, the City Centre having the
lower of the two at 26.1% compared to the Plymouth average of 48.4%.

Regeneration and Policy Context

2.12 In 1991 the Council and Sutton Harbour Company commissioned the Civic Trust to produce
the Plymouth Barbican and Sutton Harbour Action Plan. In 1999 Plymouth City Council and
the Sutton Harbour Company formed the Sutton Partnership. The main aim of the partnership
is to maintain the momentum of regeneration throughout the Sutton Harbour area and, in
particular, to extend public access to the waterfront and improve the quality of new development.
In May 2000 Coxside became part of the wider East End Renewal Area. This status has helped
secure funding and has increased the momentum of regeneration in the area. The East End
Partnership oversees the Renewal Area regeneration programme for the Coxside area. An
East End Development Trust was established in May 2004.

2.13 In terms of the city wide context, this Plan helps to deliver the City vision as identified in the
LDF Core Strategy and informed by MBMArquitectes / AZ Urban Studio's "Vision for Plymouth".
This promotes population growth, range and quality of services, design excellence and job
opportunities as the essential determinants of a leading European maritime city, which is what
Plymouth is aspiring to be.

2.14 The Plymouth Sustainable Community Strategy (2007-2020) was adopted in April 2007.
Securing the Future for Generations Ahead identifies four goals: be healthy; be wealthy; be
safe and strong; and be wise. These goals and objectives have influenced and are consistent
with the objectives and proposals of this Plan.

2.15 In furtherance of the City Vision and Sustainable Community Strategy, this Plan includes specific
proposals for population growth and economic development as well as improvements to local
services such as educational, health, community facilities and open space and recreation.
Infrastructure improvements are also proposed to improve access for local residents and
connectivity throughout the community. High quality design is also a key theme running through
the plan.
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(Text to be deleted on adoption.)

Issues and Options

2.16 Issues and Options consultation for this AAP took place in March 2005 and generated 31
responses. Many issues were raised relating to protecting the historic environment, the
marine environment, parking / traffic management, improving Bretonside coach station, the
needs of marine businesses and the area covered by the AAP.

Preferred Options

2.17 Preferred Options consultation for this AAP took place in November and December 2006.
399 responses were received. Overall, 1.24 people agreed with the Preferred Options for
every person who disagreed. The questionnaire results and the written comments showed
a high level of public support for a number of proposals. Some concerns, comments and
alternatives were expressed. These are highlighted in the Sutton Harbour Area Action Plan
Preferred Options Response Summary published on the Council's website, and have led to
some of the changes outlined in Chapter 1, and in other relevant parts of this document.

Next Step Workshops

2.18 In addition to the Preferred Options consultation, The Council organised four "Next Step"
workshops in May, June, July and August 2007, where local stakeholders were given an
additional opportunity to comment on Sutton Harbour AAP issues and opportunities.
Comments raised during the workshops have been considered in the drafting of this version
of the AAP.

Sustainability Appraisals

2.19 Sustainability Appraisals were carried out at Issues and Options, Preferred Options and
Submission stages. At the Issues and Options stage it was suggested that the proposals
were broadly consistent with sustainable development principles. Some issues were
highlighted for consideration in the further development of proposals. In particular this included
the need for further work on flood risk, for sustainable and visually appropriate forms of
development, for careful handling of the relationship between residential areas and the tourist
/ leisure function of the area, for safeguarding boat movements and for promoting more use
of public transport. At the Preferred Options and Submission stages the Sustainability
Appraisal was positive about the AAP proposals, but emphasised the importance of achieving
a balanced mix of housing types / tenures and providing family housing. It recommended
that buildings should be energy efficient, using sustainably sourced local materials, including
materials recycled from existing sites. The importance of creating high-quality public transport
facilities was highlighted. It called for new development to be sensitive to the historic
environment. More detailed strategic flood risk assessment was called for. Attention was
also drawn to the importance of minimising night time economy conflicts.
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2.20 The Sutton Harbour AAP sets out the Council’s planning approach, the relevant issues and
specific proposals, including alternative approaches where appropriate. It adds to the vision
statement for the Sutton Harbour area identified in the adopted Core Strategy.

Key Issues

The Core Strategy highlights significant issues and regeneration opportunities that need to be
addressed if Sutton Harbour is to reach its full potential. These are highlighted below:

There are a number of strategically important, but under-used sites - some at key gateway
locations – that create a poor first impression of the area and city.
There is a need to ensure that the significant development pressure is managed in a positive
way that conserves and enhances the area’s historic character and safeguards marine
related uses on key waterfront sites.
In Coxside and the areas to the east of the harbour there is a shortage in the number and
quality of local facilities, shops and amenities.
There is a need to improve public access to the waterfront.
There is a lack of parks and green spaces.
Large development plots and busy roads restrict pedestrian access. This discourages
walking and cycling, whilst creating barriers with adjacent areas
Traffic noise and air pollution is an issue, with Exeter Street identified as an Air Quality
Management Area.
Large low-density commercial uses dominate parts of the area, leaving it lacking activity /
natural surveillance and feeling unsafe outside of business hours.
High value waterfront housing developments are changing the area’s social mix and there
is a need to ensure that a balanced mixture of housing types and tenures are provided,
including affordable housing.
During peak holiday periods there can be traffic congestion and parking problems, particularly
in the Barbican area. This is made worse by quayside parking that limits public access to
the waterfront in places. However, surveys have shown that the area also has public car
parks that are underused.
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3 Vision and Objectives

Vision

3.1 The Council’s vision for the Sutton Harbour Area Action Plan, as outlined in the Core Strategy,
is as follows:

Core Strategy - Area Vision 5 - Sutton Harbour

To consolidate and develop the Sutton Harbour area as an attractive and sustainable
mixed-use city quarter creating a unique, high quality environment that will attract
investment and new residents.

3.2 In the year 2021, Sutton Harbour will be a vibrant, attractive and distinctive area where new
high quality development complements enhanced historic areas. Established communities at
Coxside, Bretonside and the Barbican will have been safeguarded and improved, with all
residents enjoying benefits from the regeneration process in terms of better, conveniently located
community facilities and amenities. Greater opportunities will exist to live, work, shop and
socialise locally.

3.3 Vacant or under-used land and buildings will have been redeveloped with a balanced range of
different uses that will help support the neighbourhood and city economy. These uses will
include marine, retail, community uses, commercial, leisure, arts, workshops, offices and other
appropriate employment uses, together with a range of housing types and tenures, including
affordable housing and Lifetime Homes. The growth in Sutton Harbour’s night-time economy
uses will have been sensitively managed to minimise the impact on the quality of life of
neighbouring communities.

3.4 Good connections between Sutton Harbour, surrounding areas and the rest of the city will have
been established and enhanced. Links with the adjacent City Centre, Hoe, East End and
Greenbank in particular, will have been strengthened. The barrier posed by roads will have
been reduced.

3.5 Priority will be given to safe, direct, convenient routes for pedestrians, cyclists and public
transport. Air quality will have been improved as a result.

3.6 High-quality linked public spaces will have been created and enhanced, including improved
waterfront access and green-spaces. As a consequence, a public waterfront walkway will have
been completed around the whole harbour.

3.7 Sutton Harbour’s existing positive landmarks will have been enhanced and memorable new
landmarks will have raised the area’s profile.
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3.8 The need for economic investment and tourism will have been successfully balanced with
meeting local community needs - conserving and enhancing the special historic character of
the area for future generations. Sutton Harbour will be as attractive for visitors, workers and
businesses as it is for new and existing residents.
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Sutton Harbour Vision Diagram

Zone of opportunity for tall buildings 

Conserve and enhance the Barbican and Bretonside.
Ensure new development is sensitive to historic setting

Major opportunities for mixed-use regeneration

Local and neighbourhood centres

Improve connectivity

Improve pedestrian access across busy roads

Promote waterfront recreational routes including the 
National Cycle Network, South West Coastal Path, and 
Sutton Harbour Heritage Trail Waterfront Walkway

Enhance lock bridge as a major city gateway

Improve Fish Market site. Explore opportunities for 
retail and public access

Enhance City International Gateway:(Cruise ship
tenders/local water transport)

Enhance water transport links

City Gateway Location

Enhance existing Coxside neighbourhood: improve
local facilities, public space and access to waterfront

Safeguard & enhance marine related employment

Mixed-use regeneration including
and public quayside access

cultural uselandmark

Coxside
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Royal Citadel

National Marine
Aquarium
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Sutton Harbour - Updated Vision Diagram

This diagram supersedes the Core Strategy Sutton Harbour Vision Diagram, by clarifying the general 
extent of the tall buildings zone of opportunity, location of local centres & waterfront recreational route.

Sutton Harbour - Updated Vision Diagram
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Objectives

3.9 The Sutton Harbour area has recently benefited from much investment in residential,
employment, tourism and leisure uses. However, significant issues and regeneration opportunities
still need to be addressed if the area is to reach its full potential.

3.10 The proposals for the regeneration of Sutton Harbour are based on the following objectives as
set out in Core Strategy Area Vision 5.

Mixed Use Regeneration

Objective 1. To promote the positive mixed-use regeneration of disused or under-used
land and buildings, including where appropriate, tall buildings.

3.11 Large low-density commercial uses dominate parts of the area, leaving it lacking in activity /
natural surveillance and feeling unsafe outside of business hours. There are a number of
strategically important, but under-used sites, some at key gateway locations, creating a poor
first impression of the area and city. These include:

1. Sites to the east and west of Sutton Road.
2. Commercial Wharf, Phoenix Wharf, Elphinstone and Lambhay Hill Car Park sites.
3. Friary Park retail site.
4. Sites to the north of Exeter Street, between Charles Cross and Gasking Street.
5. Bretonside Coach Station and the surrounding area.

3.12 The proposals seek to promote the positive mixed-use regeneration of disused or under-used
land and buildings through harnessing significant potential redevelopment opportunities to
support the area’s ongoing transformation. The proposed uses will include employment
opportunities, local services, facilities and amenities.

3.13 High value waterfront housing developments are changing the area’s social mix and it is therefore
crucial to ensure that a balanced mix of housing types and tenures are provided, especially
affordable housing.

Historic Character

Objective 2. To conserve and enhance the special historic character of the Barbican,
Bretonside and Coxside for future generations - capitalising on historic assets while
respecting the character of existing communities, uses, buildings and structures that
make the area distinctive.
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3.14 Few places in the world have witnessed as many significant historical events as Sutton Harbour.
Sir Francis Drake sailed from here, as did the Pilgrim Fathers, who departed to settle the New
World on the Mayflower in 1620.

3.15 Sutton Harbour is the oldest of Plymouth’s three original towns, with evidence of Bronze Age
habitation. When the River Plym silted up in the medieval period, Sutton Harbour eclipsed
Plympton to become Plymouth’s first commercial port.

3.16 Historic development, street-patterns, use-mixes and maritime heritage have left Sutton Harbour
with a wealth of buildings, features and materials of historic interest. Many of these are Listed
and within the internationally important Barbican Conservation Area.

3.17 The area has undergone radical changes in recent times, with the 1990s addition of a lock gate
bridge, a marina, the National Marine Aquarium, new hotels, offices, residential and retail uses.
Even so, Sutton Harbour has successfully retained its original character as a historic port and
marine related uses, such as the Fish Market, still form a fundamental part of its distinctiveness.
It is therefore important that new developments complement the historic importance of the area.

3.18 The harbour’s open aspect makes views through the area to historically significant landmarks
such as the Citadel, St John’s Church, St Jude’s Church, Beaumont Park and the Coxside Gas
Holder structures particularly important.

3.19 Development will need to contribute to the conservation and enhancement of the area’s historic
character and safeguard marine related uses on key waterfront sites. Development will also
be guided by the Barbican Conservation Area Appraisal and Management Plan where
appropriate.

Safe, High Quality Environment

Objective 3. To create a safe, high-quality environment, that capitalises on the waterfront
setting. This should include a linked network of attractive public spaces including a
vibrant, publicly and visually accessible waterfront – enlivened with entertainment, leisure
and cultural uses.

3.20 The waterfront is one of Sutton Harbour’s biggest assets. Key redevelopment sites present an
opportunity to maximise the benefits of this positive feature.

3.21 Sutton Harbour’s west quayside already benefits from successful public open spaces, such as
the Barbican’s attractive and vibrant Quay Road, where people can promenade and congregate,
where cafes, bars and restaurants spill out into the street and where working fishing boats are
moored.
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3.22 However, public access to some important parts of Sutton Harbour’s waterfront remains
fragmented. People walking around the harbour currently have to detour inland where there
are gaps in public access and quayside car parking limits pedestrian access to the waterfront
in places. Important community open spaces, such as the beach below Teat’s Hill, have been
neglected.

3.23 In some parts of the area, inland from the harbour, views towards the waterfront are limited.
People approaching the City Centre on Exeter Street or Sutton Road, for example, are often
unaware of how close they are to the harbour.

3.24 The AAP seeks to maximise public access to the waterfront through the creation of attractive,
linked walkways and open spaces, together with the enhancement of existing spaces, including
the reduction of quayside car parking. Active ground floor uses and publicly accessible buildings
will help to enliven the quayside spaces and walkway to attract people and create a lively
destination.

3.25 In the Sutton Harbour East Quays area, major opportunities exist to improve and broaden views
to the waterfront. This will raise the area’s profile, creating new water views and extending
public access to the harbour.

3.26 Harbour East’s quayside lies on the route of the Sutton Harbour Heritage Trail, a public walkway
that promotes the area’s heritage. The proposals seek to link up and complete the trail and
enable people to walk a complete circular route around the majority of the waterfront.

Neighbourhood Centres

Objective 4. To provide enhanced local centres for the Barbican, Bretonside and Coxside
with services, activities and amenities that meet the needs of local people, employees,
businesses, visitors and the wider community.

3.27 Southside Street, Notte Street, Bretonside and Exeter Street currently contain the local
concentrations of neighbourhood shops. The Plymouth Sustainable Neighbourhood Study
illustrates that parts of the area, such as Teats Hill and Coxside are beyond reasonable walking
distance of these shops and highlights a lack of community facilities throughout the area. This
is an issue that was also raised in the Sutton Community Planning Study.

3.28 There are a lack of parks and play spaces in the Sutton Harbour area, with the Teats Hill Park,
the Hoe Road pocket park and the Barbican’s semi-public Elizabethan Gardens forming the
only significant green spaces.

3.29 The AAP seeks to enhance the existing neighbourhood centres at Southside Street, Notte
Street, Bretonside and Exeter Street and create a new neighbourhood centre for Coxside. The
aim is to promote clusters of relevant local facilities at the heart of each neighbourhood. The
AAP also seeks to create a new park and green spaces at the east side of Sutton Harbour.
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New Urban Village

Objective 5. To create a high-quality integrated mixed-use development to the east and
west of Sutton Road, Coxside - including a mixture of housing types and tenures, and
opportunities to live, work, shop and socialise locally.

3.30 The sites to the east and west of Sutton Road occupy an attractive and prominent waterfront
location on Sutton Harbour’s eastern quayside, close to Plymouth City Centre, key public
transport interchanges and amenities. Exeter Street and Barbican Approach - major transport
corridors into the city - form the site’s north and south boundaries.

3.31 The last decade has seen the transformation of the derelict industrial waterfront. New offices,
apartments, leisure attractions, hotels and infrastructure have been developed. However,
significant parts of the area remain disused or dominated by low-density, land hungry, ad-hoc
commercial and industrial uses. Many of these detract from the appearance of the area and
shut down at night. Sizeable parts of the area lack evening activity and can consequently feel
unsafe and threatening. Key parts of the site were identified as “poorly utilised” in the Sutton
Community Planning Study.

3.32 There is a perception that the area is remote from the Barbican and the City Centre, despite
its close proximity. There is also a general lack of awareness of the area and its advantages
(its westerly orientation, for example, means that it benefits from late evening sun).

3.33 The AAP seeks to comprehensively restructure the Sutton Harbour East area to create a
sustainable, integrated neighbourhood of a quality that befits its important central location, while
respecting the character of existing communities and uses that give parts of the area a positive
distinctive character. Introducing a more diverse mixture of uses will help create a more vibrant,
safe and welcoming area with a sensitive balance of day, evening and weekend activity.

3.34 The AAP aims to raise the area’s profile through the creation of landmarks in key strategic
locations, to widely announce the area’s presence and to create a positive sense of arrival.

Access

Objective 6. To ensure the area is easy to walk and cycle to and through – connecting
effectively to surrounding neighbourhoods and the city centre, with excellent access to
public transport (including the proposed eastern corridor High Quality Public Transport
link and improved water transport links).

3.35 Sutton Harbour has the advantage of being within a short walking distance of the City Centre.
However, it is not well connected to it, or to the East End, or to other surrounding areas.
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3.36 Significant barriers to pedestrian movement in the area include large inaccessible development
blocks which prevent pedestrians moving directly towards their destinations. Walkers are often
forced to take difficult and confusing routes.

3.37 Similarly, heavily trafficked routes such as Exeter Street, Sutton Road, Notte Street, Barbican
Approach and Shapter’s Road restrict pedestrian movement to and through the area. People
often have to make inconvenient detours to cross busy roads and junctions safely.

3.38 The harbour basin itself is also a barrier. Although the lock bridge forms an important pedestrian
link across it, walking over the bridge is restricted whenever the lock opens to allow boats
through and this is often unpredictable. The lock bridge also closes at night.

3.39 The South West Coast Path and Sustrans’ National Cycle Network (Route 2) run through the
Sutton Harbour area, offering important leisure opportunities.

3.40 During peak holiday periods there can be traffic congestion and parking problems in the area.
However, analysis informing the Council’s Parking Strategy (2006-2011) has revealed that
there are also Sutton Harbour car parks that are underused.

3.41 The AAP seeks to prioritise walking, cycling and public transport in the area - creating safe,
convenient, direct routes and crossings, together with enhanced water transport links and
improved public transport facilities within the area’s neighbourhood centres. Promoting
sustainable modes of transport will help to reduce traffic noise and air pollution. This is
particularly important with regards to Exeter Street, which has been identified as an Air Quality
Management Area.

3.42 The intention is also to create and improve connections to the City Centre, The Hoe, Greenbank
and the East End while improving the role of the lock bridge in linking the Barbican and Coxside.

3.43 Climate Change and Sustainability Statements will be sought from developments as appropriate,
and should, as a minimum, demonstrate how development will:

1. provide for sustainable transport
2. perform in relation to the Code for Sustainable Homes & BREEAM standards
3. be designed to use less energy, incorporate the use of renewables and decentralised/low

carbon energy systems. The scale and mixed-use characteristics of this proposal means
that the feasibility of Combined Heat and Power systems should be investigated as part
of the site masterplan to ensure an integrated approach to sustainable energy is considered

4. incorporate adaptation measures to reflect forecasted changes in climate and flood risk
5. provide for sustainable urban drainage and waste management systems
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Sutton Harbour Proposed Movement Framework

Planned High Quality Public Transport 
Route
A374 Strategic Corridor
Former transport land to safeguard for 
potential future transport use.

Proposed Sutton Harbour Heritage Trail /
Waterfront Walkway / South West Coast Path/
Sustrans National Cycle Network (Route 27)

Sutton Harbour Area Action 
Plan Boundary

PROPOSED MOVEMENT FRAMEWORK
(for illustrative purposes only)

Secondary local traffic routes
Potential enhanced water 
transport links
Potential improved pedestrian / 
cyclist connectivity

Highway / junction improvements
Potential site for transport interchange in 
association with SH02

Traffic calming

Reproduced from the Ordnance Surveys digital maps with the permission of the Controller of Her Majesty’s Stationery Office.  c  Crown Copyright.  Plymouth City Council 
Licence No. 100018633.  This map extract has been produced for the sole purpose of providing you with reference information only.  NO FURTHER COPIES CAN BE 
MADE.  Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown Copyright and may lead to prosecution or civil proceedings.  Published 2007.

N

Proposed Movement Framework
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Targets, 2006-21

3.44 Delivery of the objectives will be measured using the following targets. However, it should be
noted that it is likely that some of these developments will not be completed until after 2021.

In the region of 1,890 unitsHousing

In the region of 567 unitsAffordable
Housing

In the region of 378 unitsLifetime
Homes

In the region of 103,400sq m over 2.2
hectares

Employment

Table 3 AAP Key Targets 2006-21
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4 The Barbican

4.1 The Council’s approach for The Barbican, consistent with the Core Strategy, is to see it
conserved and enhanced as a predominantly residential area, while safeguarding and
improving its role as a hub for cultural, leisure and tourism related uses and protecting
and strengthening its local centres at Southside Street, Notte Street and Quay Road.

4.2 The Barbican is Plymouth’s historic core, and a Conservation Area of international importance.
As well as being a key centre for tourism and leisure, the area also contains long established
residential communities. The Barbican’s existing uses are a fundamental part of what defines
the area’s distinctiveness. The Council’s approach for the Barbican is therefore to protect and
reinforce the area’s existing uses, to conserve and enhance its special character.

4.3 The Council’s key proposal for the Barbican is as follows:

Commercial Wharf, Phoenix Wharf, Elphinstone Wharf and Lambhay Hill Car Park

Policy/Proposal SH 1

Proposal - Commercial Wharf, Phoenix Wharf, Elphinstone and Lambhay Hill

To comprehensively redevelop and enhance this prominent waterfront site in an integrated
way for predominately cultural facilities as part of a mixed-use development, including:

Arts, entertainment, leisure and tourism related uses.
Public open space with public access to the water’s edge, landing stage and slipways.
Small-scalemarine related employment, office uses and potential art / craft workshops
(in the region of 1,200sq m)
Specialist retail uses related to the tourism / cultural function of the area (in the region
of 3,300sq m)
Cafes and restaurants.
Residential uses above ground floor uses (in the region of 90 units including at least
27 affordable housing units with at least 18 units built to Lifetime Homes Standard).

Development proposals should provide for:

1. A masterplan that links the different elements of the site together as part of an
integrated scheme.

2. A memorable waterfront landmark building of high architectural quality and local
distinctiveness that relates sensitively to the historic context and the site’s prominence
as a local and international city gateway. This will create a positive first impression
for people arriving in Plymouth.

3. The integration of the Phoenix Wharf Grade II Listed former immigration building
currently used by the Mayflower Sailing Club, the public slipway and landing stages
as part of the redevelopment proposals, together with more organised boat storage
facilities for existing users of the site.
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4. Innovativemixed-use conversion or redevelopment of the existing arched “fisherman’s
lock-up” storage spaces on Commercial Wharf to create active ground floor frontages
(e.g. cafes, restaurants, retail units, artist/craftsperson’s live/work units) that enliven
the space.

5. A shelter area of high quality design for the Barbican Landing Stage.
6. Building heights that relate positively to the site’s sensitive context and the width of

surrounding streets and spaces. These should have regard to the setting of the
Citadel when viewed from the east of Sutton Harbour and beyond.

7. High-quality public realm along all the site’s street and water frontages, including
Lambhay Hill, Madeira Road (including the tour-boat coach drop-off area) and a
flexible publicly accessible quayside space, together with improved disabled access
to the site.

8. Integration with the South West Coast Path and Sustrans' National Cycle Network
(Route 27), including good quality signage.

9. The conservation and enhancement of key historic features on site, including the
cranes and public slipways.

10. The inclusion of travel plans (employer and residential) to encourage people to travel
sustainably.

11. Appropriate facilities for cyclists including secure cycle parking.
12. An innovative car parking solution, both for the development and for the wider public

parking needs of the area.
13. The integration of the needs of existing boat users and sailing clubs into any

redevelopment proposal, or relocation to an appropriate alternative site.
14. Contributions towards delivery of the Lock Bridge Proposal SH10.
15. Contributions towards the delivery of strategic and cycle-friendly transport measures.
16. An assessment of flood risk and the impact on the marine environment, including

details of proposed mitigation measures.
17. The preparation of a Climate Change and Sustainability Statement which will

demonstrate how progress will be made towards achieving a zero carbon
development. Any technical or financial impediments to such progress will need to
be identified early by the developer, and they will be taken into account at the planning
application stage.

18. Appropriate contributions towards managing off-site recreational impacts within
Plymouth Sound & Estuaries Special Area of Conservation and Tamar Estuaries
Special Protection Area.

19. Assessment of risk from the Cattedown hazardous substances storage facilities and
implementation of appropriate mitigation.

This proposal contributes towards achieving objectives 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6.

4.4 Located at the western side of the entrance to Sutton Harbour, this is one of the most prominent,
prestigious waterfront sites in the area. The site benefits from dramatic sea and harbour views
and is among the first things to be seen on approaching the harbour from the sea. The site’s
gateway role is reinforced by the ferries that operate from here.
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4.5 A new landing stage is about to be constructed on Commercial Wharf. This structure is intended
to be large enough to berth cruise ship tenders, as well as accommodating existing users of
Phoenix Wharf such as the tour boat operators. The new landing stage will therefore be acting
as an international gateway to Plymouth as well as a local gateway to Sutton Harbour for local
water transport.

4.6 The site is within the Barbican Conservation Area and immediately east of the Citadel which is
a Scheduled Ancient Monument. Being located within the key historic area, the site is of
particular archaeological importance. The eastern side of the Citadel closest to the site is a
1990s extension to the original 17th century building. The Citadel has enormous historic and
architectural interest and views across Sutton Harbour towards the structure are very important.
However, the Citadel extension has created a blank wall at the back edge of footpath that has
resulted in the streets of Madeira Road and Lambhay Hill lacking in activity and natural
surveillance.

4.7 The most popular pedestrian waterfront route from Sutton Harbour to The Hoe runs immediately
adjacent the site on Madeira Road. However, pedestrians rarely walk along the Commercial
Wharf waterfront on this journey and there seems to be a lack of awareness that this is a public
space. Even fewer pedestrians visit Elphinstone, although the waterfront here is sometimes
used for fishing and occasional maritime events. Madeira Road is part of the SouthWest Coast
Path and Sustrans' National Cycle Network (Route 27). There is therefore an important
opportunity to integrate these routes with the site's quayside public spaces.

4.8 The concept of development on this site is not new. It historically contained extensive
development including immigration offices and a biscuit factory. Of these, only the former
immigration office building remains. This is Grade II Listed and is currently occupied by the
Mayflower Sailing Club, which operates from the adjacent wharves. Boats are stored on
Commercial Wharf and Elphinstone – mostly at surface level in a seemingly ad-hoc fashion.
Arched “fisherman’s lock-ups” line Commercial Wharf. These were built for use by the American
armed forces stationed in the area during World War II. Many of the lock-ups are currently
used for non-marine related uses such as builder’s storage. Most of the rest of the site is given
over to surface level public car parking which, according to analysis, is underused. The Sutton
Harbour Issues and Options consultation revealed support for “sensitive” redevelopment of the
site.

4.9 Some of the existing uses, such as the marine related uses, contribute positively to the character
and vitality of the area. Other uses, such as the surface level car parking, have a negative
impact on the area’s environmental quality and represent an under-use of such a historically
important gateway site. Overall, the site has been under-used for many years and people’s
awareness of it is low. There is now a key opportunity to sensitively regenerate the site.

4.10 There are a shortage of high quality cultural venues in the Sutton Harbour area and those that
there are, such as the Plymouth Arts Centre and the Barbican Theatre, are in relatively low-profile
non-waterfront locations that are difficult for visitors to find and awkward to access for people
with prams or with special mobility needs. There is a need for such uses, to improve the quality
of Plymouth’s cultural offer and attract more visitors. A landmark cultural venue on this gateway
site could do much to raise Sutton Harbour’s cultural offer, as well as boosting the image of
Plymouth.
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4.11 It will be important to create a welcoming, positive experience for people arriving at the Barbican
Landing Stage and promote its effective operation, whilst maximising the benefits of pedestrian
movement to and from the structure.

4.12 The scale, density and mixed-use characteristics of this proposal means that the feasibility of
Combined Heat and Power systems should be investigated as part of the site masterplan to
ensure an integrated approach to sustainable energy is considered.

4.13 The Strategic Flood Risk Assessment identifies the need for an assessment of flood risk and
the impact on the marine environment, including details of proposed mitigation measures. Any
proposal for residential development should be limited to the less vulnerable parts of the site
and must provide for safe escape routes to Madeira Road.

4.14 The Assessment of Land Use Planning Implications Associated with Major Hazard Sites in the
Cattedown Area of Plymouth indicates that the site lies just within 800m the Societal Risk Zone
associated with ConocoPhillips' Cattedown and Mayflower Terminals. It recommends that
some assessment of societal risk implications be undertaken.

4.15 Because of the site’s prominence as an international gateway into Plymouth, an architectural
competition will be encouraged to promote an innovative world-class design solution.

(Text to be deleted on adoption.)

4.16 The Council has considered a number of alternative options for these sites, including retention
of Lambhay Hill Car Park in its current configuration. The Issues and Options and Preferred
Options consultation suggested the option of retaining the existing Lambhay Hill Car Park
due to concerns about the loss of parking spaces. This option would not improve activity
levels in the area, or natural surveillance over adjacent streets and spaces. Additionally,
retention of the car park in its current layout would remove the opportunity to use this site to
enable the delivery of the more challenging waterfront parts of the development. The loss
of parking spaces here will be compensated for by making more efficient use of existing
under-used car parks in the area, such as the Coxside Barbican Car Park, and through more
efficient use of on-street car parking space, coupled with measures to improve facilities for
pedestrians, cyclists and public transport. The proposal requires that an appropriate level
of parking be provided, both for the development and for the wider public parking needs of
the area.

4.17 Some Issues and Options and Preferred Options consultation responses suggested the
option of no development on the site. However, the site’s current environmental quality does
not positively reflect its historically important gateway status. Not developing the site would
fail to provide a landmark arts / cultural facility for the area, or enhanced activity levels. This
option would not assist in creating a more positive first impression for people arriving at the
Barbican Landing Stage. The proposal requires the retention of the existing uses that
contribute positively to the area’s character and vitality and a redevelopment approach that
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is sensitive to the site’s important historic context. A number of Issues and Options and
Preferred Options consultation responses revealed support for “sensitive” redevelopment of
the site.

Summary of Key Evidence

EvidenceDocument

Generated current impetus for redevelopment of Commercial Wharf,
Phoenix Wharf, Elphinstone and Lambhay Hill Car Park sites.
Supports mixed-use regeneration including the opportunity for
landmark buildings

A Vision for Plymouth (2004) MBM Arquitectes / AZ Urban Studio

Identified a shortage of cultural venues in the Sutton Harbour Area
and revealed concerns that existing facilities such as the Plymouth

Sutton Community Planning Study (2000) Plymouth City Council

Arts Centre and the Barbican Theatre, are relatively small and
difficult to access

Identifies the need for new high-quality cultural attractions, to
improve the quality of Plymouth’s cultural offer and attract more
visitors from the sub-region and beyond.

Plymouth Employment Land Review (2006) Baker Associates

Identifies the need for an assessment of flood risk and the impact
on the marine environment, including details of proposedmitigation

Plymouth Level 2 Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (Draft Report,
2007) JBA Consulting

measures. Indicates unsuitability of residential development on the
more vulnerable parts of the site

Supporting analysis reveals under-use of surface level car parkingParking Strategy (2006-2011) Plymouth City Council

Welcomes redevelopment of the site as an opportunity to enhance
the Conservation Area provided proposals are sensitive to the area's
historic importance and character

BarbicanConservation Area Appraisal andManagement Plan (2007)
Plymouth City Council

Indicates that the site lies just within 800m the Societal Risk Zone
associated with ConocoPhillips' Cattedown and Mayflower

Assessment of Land Use Planning Implications Associated with
Major Hazard Sites in the Cattedown Area of Plymouth (2007) Atkins

Terminals. It recommends that some assessment of societal risk
implications be undertaken

Table 4 The Barbican - Summary of Key Evidence
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5 Bretonside and Exeter Street

5.1 The Council’s approach for the Bretonside area, consistent with the Core Strategy, is to
see it developed as a vibrant mixed-use city quarter. This should include an enhanced
local centre, together with improved connections between the City Centre and Sutton
Harbour. The Exeter Street area should be developed at a scale that reflects its strategic
importance as a gateway route into the City Centre, with new north / south links.

5.2 The Bretonside area occupies a strategic location between the City Centre and Sutton Harbour.
Exeter Street is the main arterial road approaching the City Centre from the east. It currently
represents a barrier to north/south pedestrian/cyclist movement and presents a number of
environmental challenges. There has been significant regeneration in the Bretonside and Exeter
Street area, including new residential, office, retail and hotel uses that are contributing positively
to the area’s character and vitality. The Council’s approach for Bretonside and Exeter Street
is therefore to strengthen their role as vibrant mixed-use areas. This will potentially include a
new high-quality public transport interchange, together with enhanced links to and through the
area and improvements to the quality the Exeter Street environment to better reflect its important
strategic role.

5.3 The Council’s proposals for the Bretonside and Exeter Street area are as follows:

Bretonside Bus / Coach Station and Environs

Policy/Proposal SH 2

Proposal - Bretonside bus / coach station and environs

To comprehensively redevelop this important city gateway site with a vibrant mix of uses
which could potentially include:

Employment uses within the B1 Use Class Order (in the region of 22,000sq m)
Residential uses above ground floor uses in the region of 310 units including at least
93 affordable housing units with at least 62 units built to Lifetime Homes Standard
Small scale retail uses, cafes, bars and restaurants (in the region of 5,400sq m)
Leisure and tourism related uses.

Development proposals should provide for:

1. An innovative and iconic building design that forms a memorable city landmark at
this important city gateway site.

2. Innovative car parking solutions.
3. High-quality public realm including contributions towards public open space / pocket

park / play space at appropriate locations in the vicinity. Provision should also be
made for improvements to the Charles Church environment, and pedestrian crossings
towards Sutton Harbour and the City Centre.
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4. Safer, convenient, direct and well-overlooked pedestrian and cycle links between the
City Centre, Charles Church and Sutton Harbour.

5. A high-quality public transport interchange on site, or at a new site, with improved
facilities, including toilets, baby changing, child-care facilities, secure cycle storage,
cyclist facilities and tourist information.

6. Contributions towards the delivery of strategic and cycle-friendly transport measures.
7. The inclusion of travel plans (employer and residential) to encourage people to travel

sustainably.
8. Tree planting to “green” Exeter Street and Bretonside.
9. The use of public art as an integral part of the scheme and as means to improve links

between the site, the City Centre and Sutton Harbour.
10. A contribution towards education provision related to the scale of residential

redevelopment proposed.
11. The preparation of a Climate Change and Sustainability Statement which will

demonstrate how progress will be made towards achieving a zero carbon
development. Any technical or financial impediments to such progress will need to
be identified early by the developer, and they will be taken into account at the planning
application stage.

12. An appropriate contribution towards the delivery of an integrated approach to Sutton
Harbour's flood defences.

13. Appropriate contributions towards managing off-site recreational impacts within
Plymouth Sound & Estuaries Special Area of Conservation and Tamar Estuaries
Special Protection Area.

This proposal contributes towards achieving objectives 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6.

5.4 This proposal includes as a comprehensive redevelopment opportunity, the Bretonside bus /
coach station site, 25-29 Bretonside and the sites to the south of Bretonside and Bilbury Street
including the Martin’s Gate car park on the corner of Bretonside and Vauxhall Street. The
Council accepts that these sites are likely to be implemented in individual blocks, but has
considered them together in order to promote a comprehensive approach for this area.

5.5 The Bretonside bus/coach station is located conveniently close to the City Centre and Sutton
Harbour. In its current form, however, the bus/coach station represents a low quality environment
and creates a poor first impression of Plymouth for people arriving at this important city
“gateway”. Most of the site comprises open surface level bus and coach parking. The bus/coach
station building is located beneath Exeter Street and pedestrians have to negotiate unwelcoming
subways with poor natural surveillance to get through it to the City Centre. There has been a
history of crime and anti-social behaviour here. Although the building quality is very poor, it
does contain shops, cafes and successful specialist music venues that contribute to the area’s
distinctiveness. Such uses will be encouraged in the site's redevelopment. Fundamentally,
redevelopment of the coach station site presents a major opportunity to provide major new
employment uses within the city centre. Redevelopment of the site also presents the opportunity
to create a positive “sense of arrival” – a good first impression for people arriving in the City
Centre. Redevelopment of the site should not proceed until alternative coach parking facilities
are made available.
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5.6 The Martin’s Gate car park site is located on the prominent corner of Vauxhall Street and
Bretonside – an important pedestrian route from Sutton Harbour to the City Centre. The site
is currently used as a public car park. Surface level parking represents a poor use of this key
corner site that has a negative impact on the Barbican Conservation Area and the setting of
adjacent Listed buildings. Pedestrian movement adjacent the site is limited by traffic on Vauxhall
Street and Bretonside. Existing pedestrian crossings are located in positions that do not relate
to pedestrian desire lines. Redeveloping this site gives the opportunity to repair the damaged
townscape by using buildings to bring street enclosure and definition back to Bretonside and
Vauxhall Street. It could also enhance the Barbican Conservation Area, while creating better
pedestrian links between Sutton Harbour and the City Centre. Alternative public car parking
should be provided as part of this proposal to support the Bretonside neighbourhood centre.

5.7 Many of the sites to the south of Bretonside and north of How Street currently create a poor
street frontage that also gives a poor first impression for people arriving at the coach station.
The sites at 25-29 Bretonside and Bilbury Street also present an opportunity to maximise the
redevelopment of brownfield sites, enhance the character of the Barbican Conservation Area
and improve the Bretonside neighbourhood centre. Small-scale retail uses are sought, as these
will be more likely to provide for local needs and attract more distinctive niche shops which will
also enhance the area's vibrancy and diversity.

5.8 Development proposals will be expected to provide high-quality public realm including
contributions towards public open space / pocket park / play space at appropriate locations in
the area. The need for improvements to the coach station in terms of its environmental quality
and the information provided to tourists was also highlighted. This issue was seen as particularly
important in the Sutton Harbour Issues and Options consultation, which also suggested the
redevelopment of the Staples site.

5.9 The scale and mixed-use characteristics of this proposal means that the feasibility of Combined
Heat and Power systems should be investigated as part of the site masterplan to ensure an
integrated approach to sustainable energy is considered.

5.10 A phased redevelopment approach may be considered as part of an integrated scheme.

5.11 The Level 2 Strategic Flood Risk Assessment identifies that under current 100 year climate
change scenarios, the junction of Bretonside and Vauxhall Street could flood to depths in excess
of 1 metre if flood defences at the Sutton Harbour Lock Bridge are breached. It is therefore
appropriate that this proposal should make an appropriate contribution towards the delivery of
an integrated approach towards flood defence around Sutton Harbour.

(Text to be deleted on adoption.)

5.12 The Council has considered a number of alternative options for the Bretonside Coach Station
and the surrounding area.
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5.13 The alternative option of relocating the coach station to the railway station has been considered
and rejected for inclusion in this AAP. This option was suggested as part of the Vision for
Plymouth. The idea put forward was to create an integrated transport hub including the coach
station at Plymouth’s main North Road railway station. This worthy aspiration is however
unlikely to be deliverable in the short to medium term and perhaps not for the foreseeable
future. The AAP needs to provide a solution that can be delivered in the first part of the plan
period. Additionally, the Bretonside site is located closer to the City Centre than the railway
station and within a more convenient walking distance (as illustrated in the Plymouth
Sustainable Neighbourhood Study).

5.14 Another alternative option considered incorporation of the Staples building into the Proposal.
The option is consistent with the Vision for Plymouth and was suggested by many people
who commented through both the Issues and Options and Preferred Options consultation.
The Staples building is in a prominent location to the south of Charles Cross roundabout at
the eastern gateway to the City Centre. The building is widely considered to be of a poor
quality that has a negative impact on the setting of the bomb-damaged Grade I Listed Charles
Church - one of the most important and cherished Plymouth landmarks. Charles Church is
currently located within a large, busy roundabout and is not publicly accessible. Before the
Blitz, Green Street connected Charles Church to Sutton Harbour and the intention to retain
this linkage formed part of Abercrombie’s 1943 Plan for Plymouth, but this was never
implemented. More recently the Vision for Plymouth has highlighted the opportunity to
improve public access to Charles Church and re-establish links between it and Sutton
Harbour. This would require redevelopment of the Staples site. The Council supports the
aspiration to redevelop the Staple’s site. It is not identified as a Proposal in this document
however given that it is unlikely to be deliverable within the plan period.

5.15 Alternative options were considered in relation to the range and mix of land uses that could
be provided on the site. In the past, the site has been considered as a potential option for
food retailing or for major comparison shopping. However, a major retail use of Bretonside
is not considered the best use of the site. There is a more strategic need to ensure that major
new retail development helps to deliver wider regeneration benefits to the City Centre. The
Plymouth Shopping Study indicates that large-scale high street retail uses on this site might
worsen the problem of a shift in retail centre of gravity (started by the new Drake Circus
shopping mall) towards the east of the City Centre, to the detriment of the west. The Preferred
Options and Submission stage Sustainability Appraisal assessment criteria highlights an
opportunity for the proposal to improve diversity in the area. With this in mind, the proposal
now places greater emphasis on mixed-use regeneration to complement the City Centre and
add to the area's diversity.

5.16 At Preferred Options stage most people who commented supported redevelopment of the
Bretonside site as a priority.
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Summary of Key Evidence

EvidenceDocument

Supports mixed-use redevelopment of the site with high-quality
public realm and improved pedestrian links between the City Centre,
Sutton Harbour and Charles Church

A Vision for Plymouth (2004) MBM Arquitectes / AZ Urban Studio

Revealed a need to provide public open space in this densely
developed area

Sutton Community Planning Study (2000) Plymouth City Council

Highlights importance of providing new employment space close
to City Centre

Plymouth Employment Land Review (2006) Baker Associates

Indicates that large-scale high street retail uses on this site might
worsen the problem of a shift in retail centre of gravity (started by

Plymouth Shopping Study (2006) Cushman and Wakefield

the new Drake Circus shopping mall) towards the east of the City
Centre, to the detriment of the west

Illustrates advantage of Bus/Coach Station existing location in
relation to walking catchment of the local centres and the City Centre

Plymouth Sustainable Neighbourhood Assessment - East End
(2005) - LDA

Recommends imaginative and sensitive redevelopment of "ragged"
edge to Barbican Conservation Area on north side or How Street

BarbicanConservation Area Appraisal andManagement Plan (2007)
Plymouth City Council

as a priority to create a more pleasing and acceptable connection
between the City Centre and the Barbican.

Identifies that under current 100 year climate change scenarios,
the junction of Bretonside and Vauxhall Street could flood to depths

Plymouth Level 2 Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (Draft Report,
2007) JBA Consulting

in excess of 1 metre if flood defences at the Sutton Harbour Lock
Bridge are breached

Table 5 Bretonside - Summary of Key Evidence

North Quay House and Car Park

Policy/Proposal SH 3

Proposal - North Quay House and car park

To redevelop the under-used elements of this site with a range of uses that could include:

In the region of 3,400sq m net office space above ground floor uses
In the region of 750sq m small-scale retail units, cafes and restaurants.

Development proposals should provide for:

1. Mixed-use development that contributes towards activity in the area.
2. A high-quality landmark feature on the important Bretonside / Hawker’s Avenue

Corner.
3. Active ground floor frontages to enliven adjacent public streets and spaces (including

an active quayside frontage).
4. Retention of existing trees along the site's Bretonside frontage, or replacement with

new high-quality street trees.
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5. Contributions towards improved pedestrian crossing facilities between Sutton
Harbour, the City Centre and Ebrington Street, that respect pedestrian desire lines,
including improvement of the North Street subway.

6. Contributions towards the delivery of the Sutton Harbour Heritage Trail as set out in
Policy SH06.

7. The inclusion a travel plan to encourage people to travel sustainably.
8. Contributions towards the delivery of strategic and cycle-friendly transport measures.
9. Appropriate facilities for cyclists, including secure cycle parking.
10. An innovative car parking solution, which minimises impact on the street scene.

Reduced on-site parking may be considered given the site’s proximity to the City
Centre and public transport facilities.

11. The preparation of a Climate Change and Sustainability Strategy which will
demonstrate how progress will bemade towards achieving zero carbon development,
as defined by BREEAM excellent standards. Any technical or financial impediments
to such progress will need to be identified early by the developer, and they will be
taken into account at the planning application stage.

12. Appropriate integrated flood mitigation measures.
13. An appraisal of the site’s archaeological and historic interest.
14. Appropriate contributions towards managing off-site recreational impacts within

Plymouth Sound & Estuaries Special Area of Conservation and Tamar Estuaries
Special Protection Area.

This proposal contributes towards achieving objectives 1, 2, 3 and 4.

5.17 The North Quay House car park is located immediately next to the Bretonside neighbourhood
centre and an important pedestrian route from Greenbank, via North Street and Hawker’s
Avenue to Sutton Harbour’s north quayside. Private surface level car parking for the North
Quay House office building currently occupies the site. Surface level parking represents an
under-use of this site. It has a negative impact on the Barbican Conservation Area, the setting
of adjacent Listed buildings and the vibrancy of the Bretonside neighbourhood centre. Although
North Quay House itself represents a positive use, there should be greater activity along its
quayside frontage to encourage greater public use of the waterfront.

5.18 Before World War II the site contained buildings and created a well defined street frontage for
Bretonside and Hawker's Avenue. Redevelopment of the site therefore presents an opportunity
to repair the historic townscape. It will improve the definition of the Bretonside and Hawker’s
Avenue street pattern and create active ground floor frontages to improve the Bretonside
neighbourhood centre and the North Quay waterfront.

5.19 Archaeological interpretation panels are currently in place on the site’s Hawker’s Avenue
frontage. Archaeological excavations in 1994 led to the discovery of the truncated but
well-preserved walls of a mid 17th century merchant's house and fish warehouses built out over
the foreshore with quays alongside. These properties were found to overlay 17th century
reclamation deposits. Further excavation in 1995 revealed the 17th century Old Tree Slip
running parallel to Hawker’s Avenue. Evidence suggests the car park area has considerable
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potential for archaeological remains of a similar merchant’s house to that excavated, together
with Old Tree Slip itself. The site is therefore of particular archaeological importance and an
appropriate appraisal of the site’s archaeological and historic interest will be required.

(Text to be deleted on adoption.)

5.20 The Council considered an alternative option for North Quay House and Car Park which
involved developing the site as a mixed use / residential scheme. This option could
accommodate within the region of 50 – 85 dwellings. However, the Council wishes to ensure
that on sites fronting the harbour there is a mix of residential and office accommodation and
this site is considered to provide a better opportunity for office development.

5.21 Preferred Options consultation revealed concerns about the potential loss of cherry trees
along the site's Bretonside frontage. Although the Council considers the priority to be the
repair and enhancement of the Bretonside local centre and street frontage, it recognises that
the existing trees contribute positively to the townscape. A detailed design solution should
aim to incorporate the trees. If it proves that they cannot be retained, new high-quality street
trees will be required as part of the public realm the development delivers for the area.

Summary of Key Evidence

EvidenceDocument

Identifies site's poor enclosure to Bretonside. Recognises
townscape merit of street trees

Moon Street & Environs Planning & Urban Design Brief (2000)
Plymouth City Council

Reveals people's desire for enhanced local shops and services that
can be reached on foot

Sutton Community Planning Study (2000) Plymouth City Council

Highlights importance of providing new employment space close
to City Centre

Plymouth Employment Land Review (2006) Baker Associates

Recommends strengthening local and neighbourhood centresPlymouth Sustainable Neighbourhood Assessment - East End
(2005) - LDA

Recommends improving north-south links between Sutton Harbour
and Ebrington Street. Illustrates the pre WWII street pattern, and
the extent of development that historically occupied the site

Plymouth Waterfront Characterisation Study (2006) Alan Baxter
Associates

Principle 5 recommends taking opportunities to reduce or remove
car parking provision that has a negative impact on the Conservation
Area

BarbicanConservation Area Appraisal andManagement Plan (2007)
Plymouth City Council

Identifies that development of the site will need to mitigate against
future flood risk

Plymouth Level 2 Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (Draft Report,
2007) JBA Consulting

Table 6 North Quay - Summary of Key Evidence
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47-67 Exeter Street

Policy/Proposal SH 4

Proposal - 47-67 Exeter Street

To redevelop these sites with a range of uses that could include:

In the region of 26,200sq m net office space above ground floor uses, and
Residential uses above ground floor uses (in the region of 240 units including at least
72 affordable units with 48 units built to Lifetime Homes Standard)
Retail units, cafes and restaurants (in the region of 3,300sq m)

Development proposals should provide for:

1. A new public link from Exeter Street to Ebrington Street to re-establish the historic
Hill Street route.

2. Active ground floor frontages to enliven adjacent public streets and spaces.
3. High-quality locally distinctive building design that, in particular, responds positively

to the setting of the Grade I Listed Charles Church.
4. Tree planting to “green” Exeter Street whichwill enhance the environment and absorb

air pollution.
5. Contributions towards improved pedestrian crossing facilities between Sutton

Harbour, the City Centre and Ebrington Street, that respect pedestrian desire lines,
including improvement of the North Street subway.

6. The inclusion of travel plans (employer and residential) to encourage people to travel
sustainably.

7. Safeguarding the proposed High Quality Public Transport route along Exeter Street.
8. Contributions towards the delivery of strategic and cycle-friendly transport measures.
9. Appropriate facilities for cyclists, including secure cycle storage.
10. The preparation of a Climate Change and Sustainability Statement which will

demonstrate how progress will be made towards achieving a zero carbon
development. Any technical or financial impediments to such progress will need to
be identified early by the developer, and they will be taken into account at the planning
application stage.

11. A contribution towards education provision related to the scale of residential
development proposed.

12. Minimal or no on-site parking may be considered given the site’s proximity to the
City Centre and public transport facilities.

13. Appropriate contributions towards managing off-site recreational impacts within
Plymouth Sound & Estuaries Special Area of Conservation and Tamar Estuaries
Special Protection Area.

This proposal contributes towards achieving proposals 1, 2, 4 and 6.
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5.22 Exeter Street is the main road approaching the City Centre from the east and the quality of
buildings here has a major impact on people’s first impression of the city. Recent developments
along the opposite side of Exeter Street are already contributing towards creating a more
metropolitan feel for the area and there is an opportunity for similar townscape to be created
here.

5.23 Exeter Street represents a barrier to north / south pedestrian and cyclist movement, with only
two crossings and one subway within the immediate area. There is great opportunity for
improvement in the quality of the Exeter Street environment to better reflect its important strategic
role and improve the quality of life for the local community.

5.24 The existing buildings block Hill Street, a historic north / south route which linked Sutton Harbour
to Ebrington Street and Greenbank, as illustrated in the Plymouth Waterfront Characterisation
Study. The heights of the existing buildings are too low in relation to Exeter Street’s width and
their architecture does not reflect the importance of this key route into the City Centre.

5.25 The scale and mixed-use characteristics of this proposal means that the feasibility of Combined
Heat and Power systems should be investigated as part of the site masterplan to ensure an
integrated approach to sustainable energy is considered.

(Text to be deleted on adoption.)

5.26 No specific alternatives have been considered for this site. The key objective is to achieve
a major redevelopment appropriate to its prominent location and there will be a variety uses
that could be acceptable to achieve this objective.

5.27 More representations were positive than negative with regards to this proposal at Preferred
Options stage. 55% agreed with the proposal, while only 7% disagreed.

Summary of Key Evidence

EvidenceDocument

Recommends improving north-south links between Sutton Harbour
and Ebrington Street. Highlights that two storey Exeter Street
buildings create weak enclosure and a lack of urban scale at a
principle entrance into central Plymouth

Moon Street & Environs Planning & Urban Design Brief (2000)
Plymouth City Council

Reveals peoples desire for enhanced local shops and services that
can be reached on foot

Sutton Community Planning Study (2000) Plymouth City Council

Highlights importance of providing new employment space close
to City Centre

Plymouth Employment Land Review (2006) Baker Associates

Recommends creating a positive identity for the Exeter Street
transport corridor, improving environmental quality and improving
pedestrian crossings

Plymouth Sustainable Neighbourhood Assessment - East End
(2005) - LDA
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EvidenceDocument

Recommends improving north-south links between Sutton Harbour
and Ebrington Street. Illustrates the pre WWII street pattern, and
the extent of development that historically occupied the site

Plymouth Waterfront Characterisation Study (2006) Alan Baxter
Associates

Table 7 Exeter Street - Summary of Key Evidence

Friary Park

Policy/Proposal SH 5

Proposal - Friary Park

To comprehensively redevelop this key strategic site for mixed-use residential purposes
(in the region of 530 units including at least 159 affordable housing units with at least 106
units built to Lifetime Homes Standard), but also including offices (in the region of 21,100sq
m) and active ground floor commercial uses on the Exeter Street frontage (in the region
of 5,250sq m). The site may also present the opportunity for the development of a new
primary school associated with the wider regeneration of the area, subject to a full
assessment of all options.

Development proposals should provide for:

1. A masterplan, approved by the Council to ensure the site’s redevelopment
successfully integrates with adjacent streets and spaces, which does not compromise
the potential future redevelopment of the adjacent Tothill Sidings site.

2. Safeguarding land for a potential future transport link from Exeter Street to Tothill
Sidings and along the former railway cutting to Embankment Road as part of an
integrated masterplan.

3. A phased approach whereby the existing large retail warehouses can eventually be
relocated as part of a comprehensive masterplan for the site.

4. Active ground floor frontages to enliven key streets, with Exeter Street being the
priority.

5. New convenient and direct pedestrian / cycle links between Exeter Street, Beaumont
Park and Tothill Sidings (connecting towards the existing City Cycle Network south
of Tothill Park) including safe routes to schools in the Sutton Harbour and East End
areas.

6. High-quality public realm including a public open space / park / play space as part
of a green-link from Exeter Street towards Beaumont Park.

7. Tree planting to “green” Exeter Street whichwill enhance the environment and absorb
air pollution.

8. Contributions towards public realm improvements to adjacent streets and spaces -
including improved pedestrian/cyclist crossings across Exeter Street and Beaumont
Road.

9. The use of public art as an integral part of the development.
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10. The inclusion of travel plans (employer and residential) to encourage people to travel
sustainably.

11. Safeguarding the proposed High Quality Public Transport route along Exeter Street.
12. Contributions towards the delivery of strategic and cycle-friendly transport measures.
13. Appropriate facilities for cyclists, including secure cycle storage.
14. A reduced level of car parking due to the site’s proximity to the City Centre.
15. An appropriate contribution towards education provision related to the scale of

development proposed.
16. An appraisal of the site’s archaeological and historic interest and provision of

interpretation to communicate the site's history.
17. The preparation of a Climate Change and Sustainability Statement which will

demonstrate how progress will be made towards achieving a zero carbon
development. Any technical or financial impediments to such progress will need to
be identified early by the developer, and they will be taken into account at the planning
application stage.

18. Assessment of risk from the Cattedown hazardous substances storage facilities and
implementation of appropriate mitigation.

19. Appropriate contributions towards managing off-site recreational impacts within
Plymouth Sound & Estuaries Special Area of Conservation and Tamar Estuaries
Special Protection Area.

This proposal contributes towards achieving objectives 1, 4 and 6.

5.28 The site is located immediately north of Exeter Street and west of Tothill Road Bridge. Exeter
Street is the main eastern arterial approach road to the City Centre. It is also on the proposed
network of High Quality Public Transport routes into the City Centre. The quality of development
along Exeter Street has a large impact on people’s first impression of Plymouth. The site is
currently occupied by two bulky goods retail warehouses at the northeast corner, with large
areas of underused surface level car parking to the east and south along the Exeter Street
frontage. The car park creates a poor street frontage onto Exeter Street. Currently under-used,
this important strategic site represents a major opportunity for redevelopment of some scale,
particularly along the Exeter Street frontage. Core Strategy Policy CS07 allows for the potential
relocation of the site’s retail warehouses to an alternative retail location on the Laira
Embankment, excluding the public open space of the Embankment and Blagdon’s Meadow,
as part of a wider mixed-use regeneration package, to enable Friary Park to become a major
regeneration opportunity.

5.29 A three-storey block of Council flats occupies part of the site’s southwest boundary. The height
of the flats is too low in relation to Exeter Street’s width and their design does not reflect the
importance of this key strategic route into the City Centre. Consultation about the future
ownership of the flats will form part of the Council’s Housing Stock Transfer Proposal. The
Housing Stock Transfer Proposal is intended to enable all tenants to occupy a home that reaches
the Decent Homes Standard by 2014. The flats have been included in the Friary Park proposal
as they are seen as an important opportunity to achieve major redevelopment appropriate to
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their prominent location. However, it should be noted that the flats are included subject to
decisions that will need to be taken over the Council’s Housing Stock Transfer Proposal and
no decision will be taken unless the tenants are in agreement.

5.30 Pedestrian access to and through Friary Park is particularly poor, with no logical pedestrian
links between Exeter Street and Beaumont Park via White Friars Lane / Prince Maurice Court
to the north. Exeter Street represents a barrier to north / south pedestrian movement, with few
crossings within the site’s area. The Vision for Plymouth and Sutton Harbour East Interim
Planning Statement documents highlight the importance of improving links across this site from
Sutton Harbour to Beaumont Park. There is a great opportunity to improve the quality of the
Exeter Street environment to better reflect its important strategic role and improve the quality
of life for the local community.

5.31 A railway station once occupied the site and it links to the former Tothill railway sidings site and
rail line which runs east to Embankment Road. It is important to safeguard land on the Friary
Park site for a potential future transport link utilising this route at some time in the future. The
precise alignment of any such route would need to be determined in the context of an integrated
masterplan linked to specific proposals and transport studies.

5.32 The site also forms a section of the proposed city cycle network and was identified as a priority
scheme in the Plymouth Cycle Strategy. The development of cycle routes into the City Centre
was supported in the Community Planning Study.

5.33 Friary Park is considered to be a potential site for a new primary school that could serve the
existing Prince Rock school catchment area, as well as the new communities in the Sutton
Harbour area. The site meets the Core Strategy Policy CS14 of being well related to
neighbourhood services and amenities and easily accessible by sustainable transport modes.
The new primary school could include provision for community use in addition its educational
use. Other options will be considered through the emerging East End AAP. No final decisions
will be made until all options have been adequately assessed.

5.34 Friary Park was occupied by the Carmelite Friary (Whitefriars) from 1288 until the Dissolution
in 1539. Archaeological excavations in 1989-94 revealed the presence of remains of friary
buildings and walls, as well as evidence of Plymouth’s historic town wall. The site is therefore
of particular archaeological importance and an appropriate appraisal of the site’s archaeological
and historic interest will be required, together with provision of appropriate interpretation to
communicate the site's history.

5.35 The scale and mixed-use characteristics of this proposal means that the feasibility of Combined
Heat and Power systems should be investigated as part of the site masterplan to ensure an
integrated approach to sustainable energy is considered.

5.36 The Assessment of Land Use Planning Implications Associated with Major Hazard Sites in the
Cattedown Area of Plymouth indicates that the site lies within 800m the Societal Risk Zone
associated with ConocoPhillips' Mayflower Terminal and recommends that some assessment
of societal risk implications be undertaken to the satisfaction of the HSE.
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(Text to be deleted on adoption.)

5.37 The Council considered the alternative options of extending the existing retail warehouses.
An unimplemented planning consent exists for the remodelling and extension of the existing
Friary Park retail warehouses. However, this option was rejected as it would continue the
under-use of this site and compromise the creation of positive links and the delivery of the
Council’s wider objectives, including the creation of sustainable linked neighbourhoods.

5.38 The alternative option of retaining the Exeter Street flats was also considered. Redevelopment
of the retail park would be feasible without the redevelopment of the Exeter Street flats.
However, this option would make it difficult to provide better strategic links and would not
give the same benefits in terms of improving the quality of the Exeter Street environment to
better reflect its important strategic role as the main road to the City Centre from the east.
Including the Exeter Street flats is considered important in terms of ensuring the site’s
integrated redevelopment.

5.39 At Preferred Options stage, more representations were positive than negative with regards
to this proposal. 55% agreed with the proposal, while 8% disagreed. Most people who
commented supported the relocation of the existing Friary Park retail warehouses to allow
comprehensive redevelopment of the site.

5.40 Exeter Street has been designated an Air Quality Management Area due to vehicle emissions,
but with a particular cause for concern being benzene pollution from the petrol station (81-85
Exeter Street) which is immediately adjacent the Holy Cross Primary School and residential
apartments at 77-79 Exeter Street. With this in mind, the proposal site area was been
extended slightly to the west, up to, and including the petrol station site. A reduced level of
car parking will be sought, together with provision for sustainable modes of transport. A
major programme of tree planting along Exeter Street will also assist in reducing air pollution.

Summary of Key Evidence

EvidenceDocument

Identifies a potential future transport option of building of a new
strategic transport link from Embankment Road to Exeter Street
along the old railway line to Friary Station

Plymouth Eastern Gateway Vision (2004) Llewelyn Davies

Considers alternative strategic transport routes through the East
End

Plymouth Eastern Corridor Study (2006) Faber Maunsell

Reveals people's desire for enhanced local shops and services that
can be reached on foot

Sutton Community Planning Study (2000) Plymouth City Council

Highlights importance of providing new employment space close
to City Centre

Plymouth Employment Land Review (2006) Baker Associates

Recommends creating a positive identity for the Exeter Street
transport corridor, improving environmental quality and improving
pedestrian crossings

Plymouth Sustainable Neighbourhood Assessment - East End
(2005) - LDA
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EvidenceDocument

Recommends improving north-south links across the site.
Recommends that development proposals respect the Resolution

Plymouth Waterfront Characterisation Study (2006) Alan Baxter
Associates

Fort Scheduled Monument and other areas of potentially significant
archaeology, including the White Friars. Recommends explaining
history of area to increase public appreciation

Suggests relocation of the site’s retail warehouses to an alternative
retail location on the Laira Embankment as part of a wider mixed-use

Plymouth Shopping Study (2006) Cushman & Wakefield

regeneration package, to enable Friary Park to become a major
regeneration opportunity

Highlights the need to consider alternative sites for Prince Rock
Primary School

Plymouth Victorian and Edwardian Schools Study (2005) AMEC

Identifies importance of improving links between Sutton Harbour
and Beaumont Park

A Vision for Plymouth (2004) MBM Arquitectes / AZ Urban Studio

Highlights air quality issues in Exeter Street and expresses particular
concern with regards to the petrol station's impact on the adjacent
primary school and residential properties

Detailed Assessment of Air Quality in Plymouth (2004) Plymouth
City Council

Identifies the site as a priority scheme within the city cycle networkPlymouth Cycle Strategy (2000) Plymouth City Council

Indicates that the site lies within 800m the Societal Risk Zone
associated with ConocoPhillips' Mayflower Terminal and

Assessment of Land Use Planning Implications Associated with
Major Hazard Sites in the Cattedown Area of Plymouth (2007) Atkins

recommends that some assessment of societal risk implications be
undertaken to the satisfaction of the HSE

Table 8 Friary Park - Summary of Key Evidence

Sutton Harbour Heritage Trail

Policy/Proposal SH 6

Policy -Sutton Harbour Heritage Trail

The Council will support proposals to deliver and enhance the Sutton Harbour Heritage
Trail around the complete length of the harbour including:

1. Allowing active uses at appropriate locations along the waterfront, including food
and drink kiosks.

2. The relocation of existing parking spaces away from the quay edges.
3. The provision of a new waterfront walkway link connecting Vauxhall Quay to Guy’s

Quay and Exchange Street.
4. The removal of quayside structures that do not enhance the special character of the

harbour and the creation of a safe, high quality environment.
5. Public realm enhancements through landscaping and improvements to surface

treatments.
6. The incorporation of public art and heritage interpretation along the quays.
7. Improvements to the existing Sutton Harbour Heritage Trail Room or the creation of

a new high-profile, accessible facility.

This policy contributes towards achieving objectives 2, 3 and 6.
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5.41 Whilst some parts of Sutton Harbour are active, vibrant and promote the area's rich heritage,
other areas, such as Sutton Wharf, North Quay and the east side of the harbour have very little
activity. Pedestrians therefore rarely walk from the Barbican to the east quays. The lack of
activity at the north of the harbour contributes to a perception that the east quays are remote
from the City Centre. They are, in fact, within a relatively easy walking distance for most people.

5.42 The policy will help to change these perceptions by enabling more active ground floor uses and
interest around the whole of the harbour. It will also improve people’s visual and physical
access to the waterfront and enhance the character of the Barbican Conservation Area. North
Quay, in particular, represents an important opportunity for outdoor cafe/restaurant seating
because of its southerly orientation. Development of active ground floor quayside uses, such
as cafes and restaurants, within low-level, strategically located pavilions and kiosks of high
quality, flood resistant design, will help to enliven the quayside. The structures should be as
transparent as possible to maximise views to the harbour from the wharves.

5.43 Pedestrians walking around the harbour currently have to detour inland between Exchange
Street / Guy's Quay and Vauxhall as there is no quayside walkway around this part of the
harbour. This limits public enjoyment of the waterfront and also discourages people from walking
from the Barbican towards the north and east quays. The policy will help to create an opportunity
to complete this missing link in the waterfront walkway around the harbour. The new link route
must be designed to be sensitive to the historic quay wall - with a boardwalk or cantilevered
walkway structure, for example, but not through infill of the harbour.

5.44 Where appropriate development will be guided by the recommendations made in the Barbican
Conservation Area Appraisal and Management Plan to ensure that development responds
sensitively to the area's heritage importance. This document will also be used to identify
structures that do not enhance the special character of the area and thus would be better
removed from the harbourside. An example of such a structure is Tin Quay House which is a
poor quality 1960s building at the corner of Sutton Wharf and North Quay.

5.45 The Barbican Conservation Area Appraisal andManagement Plan will also guide ways in which
heritage interpretation can be incorporated into development proposals to promote the unique
heritage of the harbour. This will help to improve, and raise the profile of, existing heritage
visitor centres such as the Plymouth Mayflower Centre and the Sutton Harbour Heritage Trail
Room and create further visitor attractions around the length of the harbour. The existing Sutton
Harbour Heritage Trail Room is relatively low-profile and only accessible by permission via a
commercial restaurant. It will be important to either improve access to the existing Trail Room
or relocate this facility to a more prominent location. Opportunity may exist for a new Trail
Room on the east quayside.

5.46 This policy will be implemented through negotiation with developers on specific development
proposals. It will also be implemented by working with the major landowner, Sutton Harbour
Company, in negotiating solutions that will help achieve the aims of the policy.

5.47 It is important in implementing this policy that the commercial viability of both the yacht marina
and fish market are retained as important economic drivers to the success of Sutton Harbour
as a vibrant working harbour.
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(Text to be deleted on adoption.)

5.48 The Council considered the alternative option of deleting the reference to the relocation of
quayside car parking. This option was rejected as the relocation of parking will help to enable
the plan to deliver objective 2 in relation to special historic character of the Barbican and
objective 3 in relation to the creation of a safe, high quality environment that capitalises on
the waterfront setting . However the policy does make reference to the importance of reaching
a negotiated solution with developers and the importance of retaining the marina and fishing
uses of the harbour as important economic generators for harbour and contributors to the
overall character of the harbour.

5.49 At Preferred Options stage, many representations were made supporting the principle of
providing a new waterfront link from Exchange Street / Guy's Quay to Vauxhall Quay, provided
this was achieved by a sensitive means, such as a cantilevered walkway or boardwalk to
minimise impact on the historic quay wall.

Summary of Key Evidence

EvidenceDocument

Highlights the intrusive impact of surface level car parking on the
Conservation Area generally, and on Sutton Wharf in particular.
Recommends that Heritage Trail Room be improved

BarbicanConservation Area Appraisal andManagement Plan (2007)
Plymouth City Council

Identifies that Sutton Harbour needs to offer more for visitors.
Highlights major opportunities for leisure uses around Sutton
Harbour

Plymouth Employment Land Review (2006) Baker Associates

Recommends improving access to the quayside and improving
facilities around it

Plymouth Sustainable Neighbourhood Assessment - East End
(2005) - LDA

Identifies the desire for improved public quayside access and for
the enhancement of Sutton Harbour’s historic character

Sutton Community Planning Study (2000) Plymouth City Council

Illustrates a proposal to create a quayside pedestrian walkway along
North Quay

Plymouth's Barbican and Sutton Harbour (1991) Civic Trust
Regeneration Unit

Table 9 Heritage Trail - Summary of Key Evidence
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6 Coxside

6.1 The Council’s approach for Coxside, consistent with the Core Strategy, is to see the area
enhanced as a predominately residential area with new opportunities for offices and a
new local centre on Sutton Road for existing and new communities. New public open
spaces will be provided, including a vibrant publicly accessible waterfront with leisure,
tourism and retail uses for the benefit of the local population and visitors to the area.
Marine related employment uses will be safeguarded and enhanced.

6.2 Coxside forms the east side of the Sutton Harbour area, and was traditionally a centre for
shipbuilding and industry. The area’s derelict industrial waterfront has been subject to much
regeneration over the last ten years. Coxside now contains a broad range of uses including
established residential areas, the National Marine Aquarium, the fish market, Queen Anne’s
Battery maritime uses, hotels, and a mixture of employment uses. However, large parts of the
area remain disused or dominated by low-density, ad-hoc commercial and industrial uses that
detract from the area’s appearance and shut down at night. Parts of Coxside are difficult to
walk to, or through and there are gaps in public access to the waterfront. The area also lacks
local shops, facilities, amenities and public open space. The Council’s approach for Coxside
is therefore to strengthen its role as a vibrant, sustainable, linked city quarter by maximising
the redevelopment of the area’s under-used sites to provide more opportunities to work, live,
shop, play and socialise locally, with a lively, attractive quayside and other high-quality public
open spaces.

Sites East and West of Sutton Road

Policy/Proposal SH 7

Proposal – Sites east and west of Sutton Road

To create an integrated, sustainable, newneighbourhoodwith a vibrant, publicly accessible,
destination waterfront and a balanced mixture of uses combining:

Residential uses above active ground floor uses (in the region of 720 units including
at least 216 affordable housing units with at least 144 units built to Lifetime Homes
Standard) with a variety of housing types and tenures.
In the region of 25,700sqm of employment uses within the B1 Use Class Order, marine
related industries, workshops and live/work units.
Cafes, restaurants and shops (in the region of 7,800sq m).
Leisure and tourism related uses.

Development proposals should make provision for the following:

1. The comprehensive restructuring of the area in accordancewith an agreedmasterplan,
including consideration of the existing road arrangements.

2. A phased redevelopment approach as part of an integrated masterplan for the site.
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3. The creation of a high quality townscape that responds positively to the site’s heritage
and Sutton Harbour’s historic character and distinctiveness.

4. The conservation and enhancement of key buildings, structures, surfaces, features
and materials of historic interest and their settings, including St John’s Church,
Shepherd’s Lane, the China House and the Alma Cottages / workshops.

5. A new neighbourhood centre for Sutton Harbour East, Coxside with small-scale
shops, services, amenities and facilities along Sutton Road to meet local community
needs.

6. The safeguarding and enhancement of key port, maritime and industrial uses /
economies.

7. Public access to and along the entire waterfront, with strategic public open spaces.
8. New and enhanced views to positive landmarks and the waterfront that maximise

community access to Sutton Harbour and encourage redevelopment of areas
previously without water views.

9. Active ground floor frontages to enliven all public streets and spaces – particularly
the waterfront, Sutton Road and Exeter Street.

10. Entertainment, leisure and arts uses to enliven the quayside.
11. Opportunities for water related leisure activities.
12. Opportunities for high-quality tall buildings on the axis of Barbican Approach and

Lockyer’s Quay, relating to a major new waterfront public square and acting as
positive, widely visible, memorable landmarks for the Sutton Harbour East Area,
Coxside.

13. High-quality public realm throughout the area, including:

1. A new street or “boulevard” linking St John’s Road and Exeter Street to the
quayside walkway, that improves east / west pedestrian and cyclist access
through the area, while creating framed views of St John’s Church.

2. A park / green space / play space to enhance the setting of St. John’s Church.
3. A green space to improve the China House setting.
4. A waterfront public square on the axis of Barbican Approach and Lockyer’s

Quay.
5. A waterfront public open space for performance and events at the quayside end

of the proposed St John’s Church Boulevard.
6. Contributions towards the delivery of the Sutton Harbour Heritage Trail as set

out in Policy SH06.
7. The conservation and enhancement of historic Shepherd’s Lane – improving

pedestrian / cyclist safety and linking the route to the waterfront.
8. Enhancements to adjacent streets and spaces including improved pedestrian /

cyclist crossings over Sutton Road, Commercial Road, Barbican Approach and
Exeter Street, together with environmental improvements.

14. Tree planting to “green” Exeter Street and Barbican Approach – enhancing the
environment and absorbing air pollution.

15. The inclusion of travel plans (employer and residential) to encourage people to travel
sustainably.
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16. Safeguarding the proposed High Quality Public Transport route along Exeter Street.
17. Contributions towards the delivery of strategic and cycle-friendly transport measures.
18. Appropriate facilities for cyclists, including secure cycle storage.
19. Contributions towards the traffic calming of Sutton Road and the improvement of

pedestrian and cyclist environments throughout the site.
20. The use of public art as an integral part of the development and in relation to the

Sutton Harbour Heritage Trail.
21. Innovative car parking solutions. Reduced levels of car parking will be considered

due to the site’s closeness to the City Centre.
22. Appropriate contributions towards education provision related to the scale of

development proposed.
23. Assessment of land contamination and implementation of appropriate mitigation.
24. Appropriate flood defence measures integrated with the site masterplan, including

contributions towards the delivery of the Lock Bridge Proposal SH10.
25. Appropriate sustainable surface water drainage solutions.
26. Assessment of risk from the Cattedown hazardous substances storage facilities and

implementation of appropriate mitigation.
27. Assisting the relocation of the existing commercial uses to appropriate alternative

locations.
28. An appraisal of the site’s archaeological and historic interest and provision of

interpretation to communicate the site's history.
29. The preparation of a Climate Change and Sustainability Statement which will

demonstrate how progress will be made towards achieving a zero carbon
development. Any technical or financial impediments to such progress will need to
be identified early by the developer, and they will be taken into account at the planning
application stage.

30. Appropriate contributions towards managing off-site recreational impacts within
Plymouth Sound & Estuaries Special Area of Conservation and Tamar Estuaries
Special Protection Area.

This proposal contributes towards achieving objectives 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6.

6.3 The sites to the east and west of Sutton Road occupy an attractive and prominent waterfront
location on Sutton Harbour’s eastern quayside, close to the City Centre, key public transport
interchanges and amenities. Exeter Street and Barbican Approach - major transport corridors
into the city - form the site’s north and south boundaries.

6.4 The sites to the east and west of Sutton Road occupy an attractive and prominent waterfront
location on Sutton Harbour’s eastern quayside, close to the City Centre, key public transport
interchanges and amenities. Exeter Street and Barbican Approach - major transport corridors
into the city - form the site’s north and south boundaries.

6.5 The last decade has seen the transformation of the site’s derelict industrial waterfront. New
offices, apartments, leisure attractions, hotels and infrastructure have been developed. However,
significant parts of the area remain disused or dominated by large, low-density, ad-hoc
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commercial and industrial uses. Many of these detract from the appearance of the area and
shut down at night. Sizeable parts of the area lack evening activity and can consequently feel
unsafe and threatening. Barriers to pedestrian / cyclist movement are caused by busy roads
and large development plots, and links with surrounding areas need improvement.

6.6 There is a perception that the area is remote from the Barbican and the City Centre, despite
its close proximity. There is also a general lack of awareness of the area and its advantages
(its westerly orientation, for example, means that it benefits from late evening sun, making it a
key opportunity for outdoor seating, dining and leisure activity).

6.7 The proposal seeks to comprehensively restructure the site in accordance with an urban
framework based on the Sutton Harbour East Interim Planning Statement strategic objectives.
Introducing a more diverse mixture of uses will help create a more vibrant, safe and welcoming
area. This would create a sustainable linked community with a sensitive balance of day, evening
and weekend activity.

6.8 The proposal seeks to raise the area’s profile through the enhancement of existing positive
landmarks, such as St John’s Church and through the creation of new landmarks in key strategic
locations, to widely announce the area’s presence and to create a positive sense of arrival.
The Vision for Plymouth document was the first to suggest the opportunity for tall buildings here
and the following Tall Buildings Strategy identified the site as part of an area “where there may
be opportunity for landmark buildings or individual towers”. Guidance in the emerging Design
SPD (Supplementary Planning Document) also supports the opportunity for tall buildings here.

6.9 The scale and mixed-use characteristics of this proposal means that the feasibility of Combined
Heat and Power systems should be investigated as part of the site masterplan to ensure an
integrated approach to sustainable energy is considered.

6.10 Evidence from the Plymouth Level 2 Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA2) identifies that
some sites to the west of Sutton Road are at particular risk. Residential uses are identified as
particularly vulnerable in the areas of high flood risk. With this in mind, employment-led
mixed-use development will be sought rather than residential-led mixed-use development on
the sites of greatest risk to the west of Sutton Road. The SFRA2 highlights the need for an
integrated flood defence solution to protect the most sensitive parts of the proposal site, including
Lockyer's Quay and sites to the east of Sutton Road. There is also a need to address issues
associated with a lack of capacity in surface water drainage along Sutton Road.

6.11 Evidence from the Assessment of Land Use Planning Implications Associated with Major Hazard
Sites in the Cattedown Area of Plymouth shows the proposal site as falling within the Societal
Risk Zones associated with ConocoPhillips (Mayflower and Cattewater Terminals), Chevron
and Wales & West Utilities. The assessment recommends that some assessment of societal
risk implications be undertaken to the satisfaction of the HSE.
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(Text to be deleted on adoption.)

6.12 The alternative option of following the Vision for Plymouth indicative urban framework was
considered and rejected. Although the Vision for Plymouth document is intended to illustrate
concepts for Sutton Harbour East rather than a fixed blueprint, it nevertheless suggests an
indicative urban layout that has been given careful consideration. Many of the principles
guiding this option are entirely consistent with those that form part of the Council’s proposal,
including the idea of creating a vibrant mixed-use area with a high-quality waterfront / public
realm. Key Vision for Plymouth ideas have been incorporated into the proposal, including
the new waterfront square on the Barbican Approach / Lockyer’s Quay axis, with adjacent
landmark tower buildings acting as urban markers for the area. However, the arrangement
of buildings, streets and spaces proposed would make it difficult to create the level of active
ground floor frontage required. Clear definition of public and private space would also be
difficult. The Vision for Plymouth proposes the infill of the harbour to create a 30 metre wide
waterfront promenade. This would be problematic and would result in the loss of historic
quay wall and slipways. It also suggests the bridging of buildings over Sutton Road, which
is considered awkward and unnecessary.

6.13 Retention of Shipwrights Arms and Salt Quay House was considered, but rejected as an
alternative option. This option was considered as a result of comments received through the
Sutton Harbour East Interim Planning Statement consultation and also through the Issues
andOptions and Preferred Options consultation. The buildings have recently been demolished
by the land owner. Whilst the value people placed on these historic buildings was respected,
both buildings were rejected for Listing after being put forward to English Heritage for
consideration. Retention of the buildings would have compromised the creation of an
integrated urban framework as well as the required intensification of uses and the
redevelopment of adjacent sites.

6.14 The alternative option of limiting building heights to 5-7 storeys was also considered as a
result of comments received through the Sutton Harbour East Interim Planning Statement
consultation and also through the Issues and Options consultation. The comments stem
from concerns about development on Sutton Harbour’s east quays having a negative impact
on the character of the adjacent Barbican Conservation Area. However, the Proposal seeks
to ensure the creation of a high quality townscape that responds sensitively to the site’s
historic fabric, as well as Sutton Harbour’s historic character and distinctiveness in general,
and the setting of the Barbican Conservation Area in particular. It provides that building
heights respond positively to the width of adjacent streets and spaces. Limiting building
heights to 5 to 7 storeys would not allow the creation of strategically located towers to widely
announce the location of the new neighbourhood and its key public square, whilst also
preventing the required intensification of uses generally. This alternative option has therefore
been rejected.

6.15 More representations were positive than negative with regards to this proposal at Preferred
Options stage. 40% agreed with the proposal, while 22% disagreed.
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Indicative Layout for Proposal SH07

Indicative Layout of Proposal SH07

Summary of Key Evidence

EvidenceDocument

Identified opportunities for improved leisure and cultural uses around
Sutton Harbour to improve Plymouth's offer for visitors

Plymouth Employment Land Review (2006) Baker Associates

Identifies parts of site as being “poorly utilised” . Highlights missing
links in quayside public access, the lack of green public open space
and the need for traffic calming on Sutton Road

Sutton Community Planning Study (2000) Plymouth City Council

Highlights importance of reducing barriers to pedestrian / cyclist
movement caused by busy roads and large development plots, and

Plymouth Sustainable Neighbourhood Assessment - East End
(2005) LDA

the need to improve links with surrounding areas. Identifies need
for improved facilities for Coxside and suggests creation of new
local centre on crossroads adjacent Sutton Road / Barbican
Approach corner. Recommends creation of a new public park to
address area's lack of green space

Suggests creation of a vibrant mixed-use waterfront urban village
including strategically located towers adjacent Lockyer's Quay to

A Vision for Plymouth (2004) MBM Arquitectes & AZ Urban Studio

widely announce the location of the new neighbourhood and
waterfront square

Identifies the site as part of a tall building opportunity areaPlymouth Draft Tall Buildings Strategy (2005) LDA

Supports the opportunity for tall buildingsDesign SPD (2007 - emerging document) Plymouth City Council
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EvidenceDocument

Proposes creation of a sustainable, integrated neighbourhood of a
quality that befits its important central location, while respecting the

Sutton Harbour East Interim Planning Statement (2003) Plymouth
City Council

character of existing communities and uses that give parts of the
area a positive distinctive character

Identifies sites west of Sutton Road as being particular vulnerable
to flood events

Plymouth Level 2 Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (Draft Report,
2007) JBA Consulting

Recommends that "some assessment of societal risk" is undertaken
to the satisfaction of the HSE

Assessment of Land Use Planning Implications Associated with
Major Hazard Sites in the Cattedown Area of Plymouth (2007) Atkins

Table 10 Sutton Road - Summary of Key Evidence

Coxside / Barbican Car Park

Policy/Proposal SH 8

Proposal - Coxside /Barbican Car Park

To retain public car parking to support the tourism and business needs of the area, but
to remodel and extend the car park building so that it contributes more positively to the
regeneration of Coxside with uses that add to the vibrancy of the area, including
potentially:

Leisure and tourism related uses.
Small-scale retail units, cafes and restaurants ((in the region of 1,000sq m).
Employment uses (in the region of 3,800sq m) including workshops and live / work
units.

Development proposals should include the following:

1. An innovative redesign of the existing building to create natural surveillance over
adjacent public streets and spaces.

2. The incorporation of active ground floor uses.
3. The retention of a level of public parking that is consistent with the car park’s current

use.
4. A high-quality architectural solution that reflects the building’s status as a gateway

to the National Marine Aquarium, Coxside and the Barbican and creates a positive
first impression for people arriving in the area, whilst also safeguarding neighbouring
residents' amenity.

5. Contributions towards public realm improvements including an enhanced pedestrian
/ cycle link from Lockyer’s Quay to the Lock Bridge.

6. Appropriate facilities for cyclists, including secure cycle storage.
7. Appropriate flood defence measures integrated with the site masterplan required by

Proposal SH07.
8. Contributions towards delivery of the Lock Bridge Proposal SH10.
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9. The preparation of a Climate Change and Sustainability Strategy which will
demonstrate how progress will bemade towards achieving zero carbon development,
as defined by BREEAM excellent standards. Any technical or financial impediments
to such progress will need to be identified early by the developer, and they will be
taken into account at the planning application stage.

10. Assessment of risk from the Cattedown hazardous substances storage facilities and
implementation of appropriate mitigation.

11. Appropriate contributions towards managing off-site recreational impacts within
Plymouth Sound & Estuaries Special Area of Conservation and Tamar Estuaries
Special Protection Area.

This proposal contributes towards achieving objectives 1, 2 and 4.

6.16 This multi-storey car park is located on the south side of Lockyer’s Quay and forms the arrival
point for many visitors to the Barbican and the National Marine Aquarium (NMA). There are
approximately 370 parking spaces, but, apart from during the summer holidays when the NMA
receives most visitors, the car park is usually relatively empty and under-used. This seems to
stem from its limited opening hours (8am to 6pm) and its perceived remoteness from the
Barbican. The car park is in reality very close to the Barbican. However, pedestrians can often
experience delays in waiting for access over the lock bridge. This problem is compounded by
the unpredictability of the lock bridge’s operation and its closure during the evening. The poor
quality of the pedestrian route around the rear of the NMA is also a factor. The route forms an
essential link between the lock bridge and the car park, but lacks natural surveillance and can
consequently feel unsafe. The proposal seeks to make more efficient use of the car park to
relieve parking pressures around Sutton Harbour and the East End.

6.17 The existing building’s blank ground floor frontages create a poor first impression of Sutton
Harbour and Plymouth for visitors. The proposal seeks to remodel the existing car park to
introduce a mixture of uses, including active ground floor uses to add street level vibrancy and
natural surveillance over adjacent streets and spaces. This could include the addition of further
floors, having regard to the need to ensure acceptable impact on neighbouring properties. The
building was engineered to be able to support this.

6.18 Evidence from the Assessment of Land Use Planning Implications Associated with Major Hazard
Sites in the Cattedown Area of Plymouth shows the proposal site as falling within the 400m
Outer Zone associated with ConocoPhillips Mayflower Terminal. The assessment recommends
that an assessment of risk implications be undertaken to the satisfaction of the HSE.

(Text to be deleted on adoption.)

6.19 The Council has considered and rejected the alternative option of doing nothing and leaving
the car park as it is. However, this would not make the best use of the site and would miss
the opportunity to support the regeneration of the area.
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6.20 More representations received at Preferred Options stage were positive than negative with
regards to this proposal. 48% agreed with the proposal, while only 9% disagreed.

6.21 Evidence from the Level 2 Strategic Flood Risk Assessment indicates that this site is at
particular risk, and this has led to the decision to remove residential accommodation from
the potential use mix due to its vulnerability in the event of a flood.

Summary of Key Evidence

EvidenceDocument

Identified opportunities for improved leisure and cultural uses around
Sutton Harbour to improve Plymouth's offer for visitors

Plymouth Employment Land Review (2006) Baker Associates

Indicates the site as being in an area of high flood riskPlymouth Level 2 Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (Draft Report,
2007) JBA Consulting

Identifies need for improved facilities for Coxside and suggests
creation of new local centre on crossroads adjacent Sutton Road /
Barbican Approach corner.

Plymouth Sustainable Neighbourhood Assessment - East End
(2005) LDA

Suggests making better use of the car park, including investigating
evening and permit holder use

Sutton Harbour East Interim Planning Statement (2003) Plymouth
City Council

Highlights information on the car park's use levelsLocal Transport Plan 2: Parking Strategy (2006) Plymouth City
Council

Shows the proposal site as falling within the 400m Outer Zone
associated with ConocoPhillips Mayflower Terminal. Recommends
assessment of risk implications to the satisfaction of the HSE.

Assessment of Land Use Planning Implications Associated with
Major Hazard Sites in the Cattedown Area of Plymouth (2007) Atkins

Table 11 Coxside - Summary of Key Evidence

Fish Market

Policy/Proposal SH 9

Proposal - Fish Market

To deliver improvements to the fish market site while safeguarding the existing marine
related employment use. Additional uses could include the:

Introduction of retail / restaurant / visitor centre uses (in the region of 400sq m) to
create activity on the site's Lockyer’s Quay frontage and improve the area’s vitality.

Development proposals should include the following:

1. Improved public access across the site to create a safe route from Lockyer’s Quay
to the National Marine Aquarium west plaza, without compromising the fish market’s
operational needs or health and safety requirements.

2. High-quality public realm and building design.
3. Contributions towards the delivery of the Lock Bridge Proposal SH09.
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4. Contributions towards the delivery of the Sutton Harbour Heritage Trail as set out in
Policy SH06.

5. Appropriate facilities for cyclists, including secure cycle parking.
6. The preparation of a Climate Change and Sustainability Strategy which will

demonstrate how progress will bemade towards achieving zero carbon development,
as defined by BREEAM excellent standards. Any technical or financial impediments
to such progress will need to be identified early by the developer, and they will be
taken into account at the planning application stage.

7. Appropriate flood defence measures integrated with the site masterplan required by
Proposal SH07.

8. Contributions towards the delivery of the Lock Bridge Proposal SH10.
9. Assessment of risk from the Cattedown hazardous substances storage facilities and

implementation of appropriate mitigation.

This proposal contributes towards achieving objectives 2, 3 and 6.

6.22 Sutton Harbour’s fishing fleet is a fundamental part of its economy and character. When the
fish market was located in the Barbican, people were easily able to buy fish from here. Public
access to the new fish market complex in Coxside, however, is less straightforward. There is
significant scope to improve the site’s frontage to Lockyer’s Quay to create a welcoming, positive
first impression for people approaching the National Marine Aquarium (NMA) from the east.

6.23 Because of health and safety concerns, the fish market site currently forms a gap in public
access along the quayside walkway, forcing pedestrians to detour inland along the route to the
rear of the NMA. This route suffers from poor natural surveillance.

6.24 The importance of retaining waterfront sites for marine related employment uses is identified
in the Employment Land Review, as is the need to provide more tourist attractions, such as
waterfront leisure routes, cafés and restaurants. The East End Regeneration Strategy and
Masterplan recommends improved public access to the fish market site, including creating a
positive Lockyer’s Quay frontage with potential retail and restaurant uses. The Sutton Harbour
East Interim Planning Statement also supported this approach. The Sutton Community Planning
Study and Issues and Options consultation highlighted people’s desire for improved public
access around parts of the quayside where this is currently restricted because of commercial
operations such as the fish market. The proposal seeks an innovative means of providing a
safe pedestrian route from Lockyer’s Quay to the National Marine Aquariumwest plaza, without
compromising the fish market’s operational needs or health and safety requirements.

6.25 Evidence from the Assessment of Land Use Planning Implications Associated with Major Hazard
Sites in the Cattedown Area of Plymouth shows the proposal site as falling within the Societal
Risk Zones associated with ConocoPhillips (Mayflower and Cattewater Terminals), Chevron
and Wales & West Utilities. The assessment recommends that some assessment of societal
risk implications be undertaken to the satisfaction of the HSE.
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(Text to be deleted on adoption.)

6.26 The Council has considered and rejected the alternative option of doing nothing with the fish
market. This would, however, not make best use of the site and would miss the opportunity
to support the regeneration of the area.

6.27 More representations received at Preferred Options stage were positive than negative with
regards to this proposal. 33% agreed with the proposal, while 22% disagreed.

Summary of Key Evidence

EvidenceDocument

Identified opportunities for improved leisure and cultural uses around
Sutton Harbour to improve Plymouth's offer for visitors

Plymouth Employment Land Review (2006) Baker Associates

Suggests investigating opportunities for a restaurant / visitor
attraction related to the fish market

Sutton Harbour East Interim Planning Statement (2003) Plymouth
City Council

Recommends improved public access to the fish market site.
Illustrates the opportunities for a restaurant / visitor attraction related
to the fish market

Plymouth East End Regeneration Strategy and Masterplan (2002)
Urban Practitioners

Identifies the site as being vulnerable to flood eventsPlymouth Level 2 Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (Draft Report,
2007) JBA Consulting

Recommends that "some assessment of societal risk" is undertaken
to the satisfaction of the HSE

Assessment of Land Use Planning Implications Associated with
Major Hazard Sites in the Cattedown Area of Plymouth (2007) Atkins

Table 12 Fish Market - Summary of Key Evidence

Lock Bridge

Policy/Proposal SH 10

Proposal - Lock Bridge

To enhance or replace the Sutton Harbour Lock Bridge. Development proposals should
make provision for:

1. A memorable, high-quality design to reflect the bridge’s important gateway role.
2. An innovative solution that provides improved pedestrian / cyclist access across the

harbour without compromising boat movements.
3. Contributions towards the delivery of the Sutton Harbour Heritage Trail as set out in

Policy SH06.
4. An assessment of the impact on the marine environment and flood risk, together

with appropriate improvements to the level of flood defence that the lock gates
provide.

5. An appropriate flood warning system for the harbour area.
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6. A formal management agreement between the bridge operators, the Council and local
people on the bridge opening and closing times.

7. Assessment of risk from the Cattedown hazardous substances storage facilities and
implementation of appropriate mitigation.

8. Appropriate contributions towards managing off-site recreational impacts within
Plymouth Sound & Estuaries Special Area of Conservation and Tamar Estuaries
Special Protection Area.

This proposal contributes towards achieving objectives 3 and 6.

6.28 Sutton Harbour’s lock bridge has been a major catalyst for the area’s recent regeneration,
allowing the creation of a marina in the harbour basin and forging pedestrian links between the
National Marine Aquarium, Coxside and the Barbican. As well as forming a critical link in the
Sutton Harbour Heritage Trail around Sutton Harbour, the bridge forms part of Sustrans’ National
Cycle Network (Route 2) and it is also used by people following the South West Coast Path.
Fundamentally, the bridge forms a key gateway for boat traffic.

6.29 Unfortunately, the design of the lock bridge does not reflect its strategic importance. Pedestrian
and cycle movements across the bridge currently have to stop when the lock gates are opened
to allow boats through. The lock bridge’s operation is unpredictable and pedestrians can often
experience delays in waiting to cross. The lock bridge also currently forms a barrier for
pedestrians when it is closed during the evening.

6.30 The lock bridge plays a key strategic role in delivering flood protection for the whole of Sutton
Harbour.

6.31 The existing structure needs significant investment to ensure its continued operation. An
opportunity therefore exists to reconfigure the lock bridge with a new structure that reflects its
important gateway status, improving access between both sides of Sutton Harbour, improving
flood defences appropriately and meeting the needs of all its users. An architectural competition
will be encouraged to promote a memorable and innovative design solution.

6.32 Evidence from the Assessment of Land Use Planning Implications Associated with Major Hazard
Sites in the Cattedown Area of Plymouth shows the proposal site as falling within the Societal
Risk Zones associated with ConocoPhillips (Mayflower and Cattewater Terminals). The
assessment recommends that some assessment of societal risk implications be undertaken to
the satisfaction of the HSE.

(Text to be deleted on adoption.)

6.33 The Council has considered the alternative option of making no changes to the lock bridge.
However, this has been rejected as it would not ensure the continued operation of the lock
bridge and would not allow the enhancement or replacement of the structure to reflect its
gateway status. It would not improve pedestrian and cycle links between the Barbican and
Coxside.
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6.34 The alternative option of a new bridge structure in an alternative location has also been
considered and rejected. Sustrans suggested the creation of a new landmark pedestrian
footbridge across Sutton Harbour from Quay Road to the China House with the intention of
capitalising on the high levels of pedestrian movement at the former. Whilst this is a bold
aspiration, it is considered that delivery of such a substantial bridge structure would be too
heavily dependent on securing major sources of funding. Such a bridge would also have to
be designed so that it did not have a negative impact on boat movements in the harbour.

6.35 More representations were positive than negative with regards to this proposal at Preferred
Options stage. 27% agreed with the proposal, while 16% disagreed.

Summary of Key Evidence

EvidenceDocument

Identifies need to minimise impacts on boat movementsStrategic Environmental Assessment / Sustainability Appraisal of
Preferred Options for Sutton Harbour Area Action Plan (2006) LUC

Recommends enhancement of the bridge as a pedestrian link and
suggests investigation into providing 24 hour public access

Plymouth Sustainable Neighbourhood Assessment - East End
(2005) LDA

Identifies the need to improve the lock bridge as a gateway for
pedestrians and water transport

Sutton Harbour East Interim Planning Statement (2003) Plymouth
City Council

Recommends improvements to the lock bridge to mitigate against
flood risk and delivery of a flood warning system

Plymouth Level 2 Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (Draft Report,
2007) JBA Consulting

Recommends that "some assessment of societal risk" is undertaken
to the satisfaction of the HSE

Assessment of Land Use Planning Implications Associated with
Major Hazard Sites in the Cattedown Area of Plymouth (2007) Atkins

Table 13 Lock Bridge - Summary of Key Evidence

Queen Anne's Battery

Policy/Proposal SH 11

Proposal SH11: Queen Anne’s Battery

To safeguard and enhance the site for marine related employment uses, including:

Maximisation of the site's potential for marine related employment use.
An innovativemeans of achieving safe public access to and along the site’s waterfront
without compromising the site’s operational or health and safety requirements.
In the region of 850sq m cafes and restaurants as part of improved public access to
the site.

Development proposals should provide for:

1. Contributions towards the delivery of the Sutton Harbour Heritage Trail as set out in
Policy SH06.
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2. A detailed assessment of risk from the Cattedown hazardous substances storage
facilities and implementation of appropriate mitigation.

3. Appropriate facilities for cyclists, including secure cycle parking.
4. The preparation of a Climate Change and Sustainability Strategy which will

demonstrate how progress will bemade towards achieving zero carbon development,
as defined by BREEAM excellent standards. Any technical or financial impediments
to such progress will need to be identified early by the developer, and they will be
taken into account at the planning application stage.

5. Appropriate contributions towards managing off-site recreational impacts within
Plymouth Sound & Estuaries Special Area of Conservation and Tamar Estuaries
Special Protection Area.

This proposal contributes towards achieving objectives 3 and 6.

6.36 The Queen Anne’s Battery site and its marina offer an important first view of Plymouth and
England for many people. The site also hosts several world-renowned yacht races and regattas,
which bring prosperity and tourism to the city and region. The site is also the home to one of
the busiest boatyards in the area, with tractors, craning facilities and other hazardous but
necessary activities taking place.

6.37 The boatyard and marina provide significant direct and indirect marine related employment.
The importance of retaining waterfront sites for marine related employment uses is identified
in the Employment Land Review (2006), as is the need to provide more tourist attractions, such
as waterfront leisure routes, cafes and restaurants.

6.38 The layout of existing uses on the site could be more efficient and there is a general opportunity
to intensify the site’s development to increase its potential for greater marine related use. For
example, there is potential to expand the number of boats that can be accommodated on land
through dry stack arrangements, which are more environmentally friendly as they reduce the
need for anti-fouling paint and therefore have positive impacts on the marine environment.

6.39 The South West Coast Path and Sustrans National Cycle Network (Route 27) run adjacent the
site's north boundary and there is an important opportunity for the site to integrate with these
key strategic leisure routes.

6.40 The local community historically benefited from public access to the site’s waterfront and there
is a strong desire for this to be re-established as is illustrated in the Sutton Community Planning
Study and the Issues and Options consultation. An innovative means of achieving safe public
access to and along the site’s waterfront will be supported, but it will be important that this route
does not compromise the site’s operational or health and safety requirements.

6.41 The Assessment of Land Use Planning Implications Associated with Major Hazard Sites in the
Cattedown Area of Plymouth highlights that the site lies within the 250m Inner Zone associated
with the ConocoPhillips (Mayflower and Cattewater Terminals) and recommends that a detailed
assessment of risk implications be undertaken to the satisfaction of the HSE.
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(Text to be deleted on adoption.)

6.42 The Council has considered and rejected the alternative option of redeveloping the site on
a mixed-use basis. However, this would not allow this site to be safeguarded and enhanced
for marine related employment uses.

6.43 More representations were positive than negative about this proposal at Preferred Options
stage. 48% agreed with the proposal, while only 8% disagreed.

Summary of Key Evidence

EvidenceDocument

Identifies importance of safeguarding waterfront sites for marine
related employment. Recommends making more of opportunities

Plymouth Employment Land Review (2006) Baker Associates

for improved leisure and cultural uses around Sutton Harbour to
improve Plymouth's offer for visitors

Illustrates desire for improved waterfront accessSutton Community Planning Study (2000) Plymouth City Council

Identifies lack of leisure facilities around Sutton Harbour and
recommends improving public access to and along the waterfront

Plymouth Sustainable Neighbourhood Assessment - East End
(2005) LDA

Highlights that the site lies within the 250m Inner Zone associated
with the ConocoPhillips (Mayflower and Cattewater Terminals) and

Assessment of Land Use Planning Implications Associated with
Major Hazard Sites in the Cattedown Area of Plymouth (2007) Atkins

recommends that a detailed assessment of risk implications be
undertaken to the satisfaction of the HSE

Table 14 Queen Anne's Battery - Summary of Key Evidence
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7 Delivery

7.1 The delivery of many of the proposals contained in this Area Action Plan will be coordinated
by the Sutton Partnership and the East End Partnership, particularly where it involves sites that
are within the ownership of Sutton Harbour Company or the Council. Most of these are likely
to be acquired either by private developers or Registered Social Landlords.

7.2 Timing of the developments will be dependent on two key aspects. In the case of the
redevelopment of housing areas where demolition is involved, new properties need to be
available for existing residents to be re-housed before demolition can take place. In the case
of some of the more major developments, the necessary infrastructure will need to be provided
in tandem with the development. This will be provided either by the private sector or by way
of developer contributions through S106 agreements.

7.3 The tables below give an indication of the main delivery issues including delivery mechanisms,
resourcing issues and likely timescales. Table 1 gives a summary of delivery timescales over
the Area Action Plan period, whilst Table 2 gives more detail for each Proposal.

Table 1 - Delivery Timetables over the AAP Period

Sutton Harbour AAP Delivery Timetable

Table 2 - Delivery of AAP proposals

Targeting /
phasing /
timescales

Phasing issuesDelivery land
issues

Delivery
funding

Delivery
mechanisms

Body
responsible
for delivery

Area Action
Plan Proposal
/ Policy

2008-2012Dependant
upon
development

Sutton Harbour
Company is
purchasing the

Private
development.
Potential for
specific public
funding.

Planning
application
procedure.
The Council
in

Land owners
- The
Council and
Sutton
Harbour
Company /
developers

SH01
Commercial
Wharf, Phoenix
Wharf,
Elphinstone
and Lambhay
Hill Car Park

ensuring
operational
continuity for
existing boat
users and
sailing clubs

sites from the
Council.
Integration
and/or
relocation of
existing boat

partnership
with Sutton
Harbour
Company
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Targeting /
phasing /
timescales

Phasing issuesDelivery land
issues

Delivery
funding

Delivery
mechanisms

Body
responsible
for delivery

Area Action
Plan Proposal
/ Policy

users / sailing
clubs will be
important

and other
stakeholders
such as
Plymouth Art
Centre

2008-2014Dependant
upon
operational

Possible use of
compulsory
purchase
powers

Private
development /
S106
contributions

Planning
application
procedure /
potential
partnership
working

The Council
as land
owner /
developer

SH02
Bretonside
Bus/Coach
Station and
environs

continuity of
bus/coach
services

towards public
realm
enhancements

2008-2011Could be
implemented in
one phase

NonePrivate
development /
S106

Planning
application
procedure.

Land owner
- Sutton
Harbour
Company

SH03 North
Quay House
and Car Park

contributionsThe Council
towards public
realm
enhancements

in
partnership
with Sutton
Harbour
Company

2009-2021Could be
implemented in
one phase

NonePrivate
development /
S106

Planning
application
procedure

Private land
owners

SH04 47-67
Exeter Street

contributions
towards public
realm
enhancements

2007-2021Redevelopment
of part of Exeter
Street frontage

Re-housing of
existing Exeter
Street flat
tenants prior to
development

Private
development /
S106
contributions
towards public
realm
enhancements

Planning
application
procedure.
Potential
partnership
working or
potential use

Land owners
Private land
owner (Land
Securities) /
The Council

SH05 Friary
Park

dependent on
re-housing
existing Exeter
Street flat
tenantsof

compulsory
purchase
powers

2008-2012Could be
implemented in
one phase

NonePrivate
development /
S106

Planning
application
procedure.

Land owner
- Sutton
Harbour
Company

SH06 Sutton
Harbour
Heritage Trail

contributionsThe Council
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Targeting /
phasing /
timescales

Phasing issuesDelivery land
issues

Delivery
funding

Delivery
mechanisms

Body
responsible
for delivery

Area Action
Plan Proposal
/ Policy

in
partnership
with Sutton
Harbour
Company

towards public
realm
enhancements

2007-2021Could be
implemented in
one phase

Possible use of
compulsory
purchase
powers

Private
development /
S106
contributions

Planning
application
procedure.
The Council

Land owners
- Sutton
Harbour
Company /

SH07 Sites
east and west
of Sutton Road

towards public
realm
enhancements

in
partnership
with land

The Rowe
Group /
other private
land owners
/ developers

owners and
housing
associations

2008-2013Could be
implemented in
one phase

Sutton Harbour
Company have
purchased the
site

Private
development /
S106
contributions

Planning
application
procedure.
The Council

Land owner
- Sutton
Harbour
Company

SH08 Coxside
Barbican Car
Park

towards public
realm
enhancements

in
partnership
with Sutton
Harbour
Company

2009-2014Dependant
upon ensuring
operational
continuity of the
fish market

NonePrivate
development /
S106
contributions
towards public
realm
enhancements

Planning
application
procedure.
The Council
in
partnership
with Sutton
Harbour
Company

Land owner
- Sutton
Harbour
Company

SH09 Fish
Market

2008-2013Dependant
upon ensuring
operational

NonePrivate
development /
S106
contributions

Planning
application
procedure.
The Council

Land owner
- Sutton
Harbour
Company

SH10 Lock
Bridge

continuity of
in harbour access

and continuity of
flood defence

partnership
with Sutton
Harbour
Company
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Targeting /
phasing /
timescales

Phasing issuesDelivery land
issues

Delivery
funding

Delivery
mechanisms

Body
responsible
for delivery

Area Action
Plan Proposal
/ Policy

2010-2018Dependant
upon ensuring
operational
continuity of
boat yard

NonePrivate
development /
S106
contributions
towards public
realm
enhancements

Planning
application
procedure

Land owner
- MDL
Marinas Ltd

SH11 Queen
Anne’s Battery

Table 15 Sutton Harbour AAP - Delivery of Proposals
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8 Community Benefit Priorities

8.1 All major planning applications need to consider the contributions that need to be made to
provide wider community benefits, usually negotiated through Section 106 Agreements. These
will be reasonably related to the development proposal, and need to be agreed on a scheme
by scheme basis. However, the highest priorities for the Sutton Harbour Area Action Plan are
outlined below. These are indicative only and will be subject to negotiation:

Table 3 - Community Benefits

DeliveryJustificationS106 requirement

This will include the provision of a balance of housing in the area
to ensure that new developments do not create one type of

Identified as a
priority in the Core
Strategy

Securing provision
of affordable
housing housing or tenure. The provision of affordable housing will be

fundamentally important with regards to creating a sustainable
linked neighbourhood and a balanced community with a good
mix of housing types and tenures. In accordance with Core
Strategy Policy CS15, in relation to private sector residential
developments on qualifying sites, at least 30 per cent of the total
number of dwellings should be affordable homes provided on
site. Affordable property size and type will be expected to reflect
that of the development as a whole. Affordable housing units will
be integrated in, and indistinguishable from, other development
on the site and shall incorporate a mix of tenures, including social
rented accommodation.

This will include the creation of high-quality linked routes,
quayside walkways and streets, including the completion of the

Identified as a
priority in the Core
Strategy

Measures to
enhance
pedestrian and
cycle links

Sutton Harbour Heritage Trail, the greening of Exeter Street and
the improvement of the Lock Bridge, together with new pedestrian
crossing facilities and traffic calming measures to improve safety
on Sutton Road.

This will include the creation of major new open spaces, parks
and play spaces in the area, including the enhancement of

Identified as a
priority in the Core
Strategy

Support for
community
initiatives and
facilities

existing parks and open spaces. It will include improvements in
public access to Coxside beach, together with public transport
facilities and contributions, where appropriate, to support existing
community facilities that will be needed to provide services to the
additional residents occupying the new developments proposed
in this Area Action Plan. Contributions towards education
provision will be sought from appropriate residential
developments.

Table 16 Sutton Harbour AAP - Community Benefits
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9 Monitoring

9.1 Review and monitoring is an important aspect of evidence based policy making and it is a key
factor of the “plan, monitor and manage” approach to the new planning system. An important
aspect of the new system is the flexibility to update components of the Local Development
Framework and respond quickly to changing priorities in the area. Monitoring will play a critical
part in identifying any review of the Sutton Harbour Area Action Plan that may be required. It
will also enable early action to be taken to overcome any barriers to delivery of the Plan’s
objectives and/or proposals and policies.

9.2 The Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires local planning authorities to produce
an Annual Monitoring Report (AMR) every year and this will be the main mechanism for
assessing the Area Action Plan’s performance and effects. It must be based on the period 1
April to 31 March and be submitted to the Secretary of State no later than the end of the following
December. AMRs are required to assess the implementation of the Local Development Scheme,
and the extent to which policies in local development documents are being successfully
implemented.

9.3 The Council will measure the performance of this Area Action Plan against the targets, objectives
and related policies set out in this document, and in the Core Strategy. It will also undertake
more general monitoring for the city and its sub-region as a whole to assess the extent that the
Local Development Framework spatial strategy is being delivered, remains appropriate and is
sustainable. The AMR will identify potential measures that need to be taken to rectify any
issues raised through monitoring. This will potentially include the need to review parts or all of
any particular local development document.

9.4 Significant issues will be monitored through the Annual Monitoring Report process, although it
is accepted that in relation to some indicators the impact of the Plan will only be felt after a
number of years. In relation to this Area Action Plan, monitoring will specifically include:

Checking that the development targets identified in the Area Action Plan are being met
and identifying the actions needed to address any barriers and blockages
Monitoring the quality of new developments in Sutton Harbour and their compliance with
the policies and proposals of the Plan
Assessing the potential impacts on the Area Action Plan of new or updated national,
regional and local policy and guidance
Measuring the performance of the Plan against the Plan’s Vision and Objectives and
assessing whether the Objectives are still appropriate
Measuring the performance of the Plan against other relevant local, regional and national
targets
Measuring the impact of delivery of the Plan against the sustainability indicators and
assessing whether the Plan is contributing to the creation of a sustainable community in
Sutton Harbour and whether there are any significant unforeseen adverse effects
Monitoring local conditions in Sutton Harbour in conjunction with partners to assess the
need for further spatial interventions
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Collecting appropriate data and making use of the data collected by other partners to
support the evidence base of the Plan and any subsequent review
Sharing information collected as part of this monitoring regime with other partners and the
community

9.5 Issues identified within the sustainability appraisal will also be monitored and a series of
significant effects indicators have been identified within the AMR.

9.6 As a result of this monitoring regime, conclusions may be reached which have implications for
the objectives, policies and proposals of the Plan. In some cases, monitoring of the delivery
of the Area Action Plan may identify supportive actions that need to be taken by other partners,
such as the Sutton Partnership or the East End Partnership or as part of other initiatives.

9.7 A full review of the Plan will take place after five years unless the results of any of the above
suggest that an earlier review is necessary.

9.8 The following tables bring together the targets for each of the Plan’s proposals, clearly showing
the relationship between the objectives, indicators and targets for the Sutton Harbour Area
Action Plan.

9.9 Table 4 shows the likely completion rate for housing showing overall numbers as well as the
total numbers of affordable and Lifetime Homes. It also shows how each proposal contributes
to the other targets relating to housing density, and balancing the housing mix within Sutton
Harbour.

9.10 Table 5 shows the likely completion rate for economic development in this Area Action Plan,
including B1, B2 and retail.

Table 4 - Monitoring of Housing Development

Plan TargetIndicator

TotalSH07SH05SH04SH02SH01Total

240240000Demolition

1,890720530240310901,890Building of new dwellings

567216159729327567of which, affordable homes

378144106486218378of which, lifetime homes

1,890720530240310901,890of which, on previously developed land

1,866720506240310901,866Overall increase in dwellings

-86%27%000-Dwelling type mix - percentage of houses

-70%70%70%70%70%-Dwelling tenure mix - percentage for sale

Table 17 Sutton Harbour AAP - Monitoring Housing Development
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Table 5 - Monitoring of Employment Development

Plan TargetIndicator

TotalSH11SH09SH08SH07SH05SH04SH03SH02SH01Total

28,0508504001,0007,8005,2503,3007505,4003,30028,050Retail space sq m

103,400003,80025,70021,00026,2003,40022,0001,200103,400Employment space
sq m

Table 18 Sutton Harbour AAP - Monitoring Employment Development

Table 6 - Housing Trajectory
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1 Proposals Map

Sutton Harbour Proposals Map
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Extract from City of Plymouth Adopted Local Plan

EXTRACT FROM CITY OF PLYMOUTH
ADOPTED LOCAL PLAN 1996
Which is now superseeded by the Sutton Harbour Area Action Plan

Sutton Harbour Area Action Plan Boundary

Extract from City of Plymouth Local Plan (now superseeded)
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2 Glossary of Terms

Active frontage
A building frontage with entrances and windows that overlook the public realm and generate
activity, overlooking, and therefore safety on the street.

Affordable housing
Housing, whether for rent, shared ownership or outright purchase, provided at a cost considered
affordable in relation to incomes that are average or below average, or in relation to the price
of general market housing.

Amenity
A feature that contributes to the overall character or enjoyment of an area. For example, open
land, trees, historic buildings or less tangible factors such as tranquility.

Annual Monitoring Report (AMR)
Assesses the implementation of the LDS and the extent to which policies are successfully being
implemented and targets met.

Amenity open space
Open space with the principle purpose of creating a pleasant character to an area, rather than
use for recreation and leisure.

Area Action Plan (AAP)
A type of Development Plan Document that will be used to provide a planning framework for
areas of significant change or conservation.

Brownfield site
Previously developed land that is or was occupied by a permanent structure (excluding
agricultural or forestry buildings) and associated infrastructure.

Built form
Buildings and structures.

Character (of area)
Individual distinctiveness created from a combination of natural and man-made elements with
historic, socio-economic and other factors.

Commitment
All land with current planning permission or allocated in adopted development plans for
development (particularly residential development).

Conservation Area
An area of special architectural and/or historic interest that deserves preservation or
enhancement of its character or appearance.

Constraint
A limiting factor that affects development, conservation etc.
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Core Strategy
The key Development Plan document. It sets out the long-term spatial vision and spatial
objectives for the local planning authority area and the strategic policies and proposals to deliver
that vision. It will contain a set of primary policies for delivering the core strategy. Broad locations
for development are also set out. Plymouth's Core Strategy was adopted in April 2007.

Council
The local authority, Plymouth City Council.

Delivery
The implementation of an objective or planned proposal within the criteria set by the plan.

Demands
The aspirations of the public, which may be greater than their needs.

Development
Development is defined under the 1990 Town and Country Planning Act as "the carrying out
of building, engineering, mining or other operation in, on, over or under land, or the making of
any material change in the use of any building or other land." Most forms of development require
planning permission (see also "permitted development").

Development Brief
A document that outlines detailed planning requirements for the development of a site. It is
subject to public consultation prior to publication.

Development Plan
This will consist of Regional Spatial Strategies and Development Plan Documents contained
within a Local Development Framework. It will also contain any ‘saved plans’ that affect the
area.

Development Plan Documents (DPDs)
These are prepared by the Council. They are spatial planning documents and subject to
independent examination. There will be a right for those making representations seeking change
to be heard at an independent examination.

Developer contribution
(see Planning Obligations)

Distinctiveness (of an area)
(see Character)

Environmental appraisal
Applicants for certain types of development, usually more significant schemes, are required to
submit an "environmental statement" accompanying a planning application. This evaluates the
likely environmental impacts of the development, together with an assessment of how the
severity of the impacts could be reduced.
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Evidence Base
The researched, documented, analysed and verified basis for all the components of a Local
Development Framework.

First Deposit Local Plan
The review of the adopted 1996 Plymouth Local Plan that was published in 2001 following
public consultation, but was not subject to a public examination.

‘Front-loading’
The important pre-production processes involved in preparation of Local Development
Documents seen by the Government as the key to efficient production and examination of
LDDs. The Sustainability Appraisal, Statement of Community Involvement, Local Development
Scheme and the Annual Monitoring Report play a large part in ensuring front-loading.

High Quality Public Transport (HQPT)
HQPT is characterised by the following features: reliability; high quality information before and
throughout the journey; a safe and pleasant walk to the station / stop; a safe and pleasant wait
at the station / stop; good ride quality; a positive image of vehicles and infrastructure; and the
aspiration to progress from bus services through intermediate technologies to LRT services.

Home-zone
A small highly traffic calmed residential area, often with road and pavement integrated into a
single surface, where pedestrians and cyclists have priority over cars.

Housing stock
The total amount of housing within a plan area, but this may be divided into components such
as private housing stock or rented housing stock.

HSE
Health and Safety Executive. The Health and Safety Commission is responsible for health and
safety regulation in Great Britain. The Health and Safety Executive and local government are
the enforcing authorities who work in support of the Commission.

Impermeable
Buildings or parts of an area that do not allow pedestrian movement through them.

Implementation
Carrying out the proposed actions to required standards that are set out in the plan.

Independent Examination
An examination held in public by an Inspector from the Planning Inspectorate.

Infrastructure
The basic facilities, services and installations needed for the functioning of a community. It
normally includes transport, communications, water and power.

Legal Agreement
A legally binding contract, between a developer and the local planning authority that constitutes
a planning obligation (see also definition for planning obligation).
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Lifetime Homes
What makes a Lifetime Home is the incorporation of 16 design features that together create a
flexible blueprint for accessible and adaptable housing in any setting. The flexibility and
adaptability of Lifetime Homes accommodate life events quickly, cost-effectively and without
upheaval.

Listed Building
A building mentioned in statutory lists as being of special architectural or historic interest under
the Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas Act. There are different grades of listing to indicate
relative interest.

Live/Work Unit
A dwelling and workspace combined within one unit of accommodation – for example, an artist’s
flat and studio space.

Local Development Framework (LDF)
This includes a portfolio of Local Development Documents that provide a framework for delivering
the spatial planning strategy for the area. It also contains a number of other documents, including
the annual monitoring report and any ‘saved’ plans that affect the area.

Local Development Document (LDD)
This is either a Development Plan Document or a Supplementary Planning Document and is
contained in a Local Development Framework.

Local Planning Authority
The local authority or council that is empowered by law to exercise planning functions. In
Plymouth’s case this is Plymouth City Council.

Local Transport Plan (LTP2)
A five-year rolling plan produced by the Highway Authority. In Plymouth’s case this is Plymouth
City Council.

Local Development Scheme (LDS)
This sets out the programme for the preparation of the Local Development Documents.

Material Consideration
A matter that should be taken into account in deciding a planning application or on an appeal
against a planning decision.

Monitoring (and review)
The process of measuring (in terms of quantity and quality) the changes in conditions and
trends, impact of policies, performance of the plan against its objectives and targets and progress
in delivering outputs.

Needs
The necessary requirements of the public, which may be less or different than their demands.

Objective
A statement that specifies the direction and amount of desired change in trends or in conditions.
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Output
The direct effect of the plan’s policies measured by indicators such as annual housing completion
rate.

Partner Organisations
Other organisations that are in partnership with the Council, either through a written agreement
or a looser form of partnership.

Permeability
The extent to which it is possible to move through buildings or areas.

Planning Condition
A written condition on a planning permission that restricts the development in some way to
achieve a stated purpose.

Planning Obligation (and / or Section 106 agreement)
A legal undertaking given to a Council by a developer who is seeking planning permission for
a development. It can be used to regulate or restrict the use of land, require the carrying out of
specific actions or require payments to be made to the planning authority.

Planning System
The system of town and country planning originally created in 1947 to control the use and
development of land. It has beenmodified extensively since then. The Planning and Compulsory
Purchase Act 2004 led to spatial planning as the latest revision of the planning system.

Planning Policy
A guiding principle, that has statutory weight, that sets out a required process or procedure for
decisions, actions, etc.

Public Realm
Those areas in cities and towns that are visible, useable and accessible by the public.

PPG and PPS
Planning Policy Guidance Note and Planning Policy Statement.

Programme
A time-related schedule of operations and/or funding to achieve a stated purpose.

Proposal
A positive-worded policy of the Council that proposes a course of action or an allocation of land
for a particular use or development.

Proposals Map
The function of the proposals map is to illustrate the policies and proposals in the development
plan documents and any saved policies that are included in the Local Development Framework.
It will have a geographical base at a scale that allows the policies and proposals to be illustrated
clearly in map form.
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Public Open Space
An allocation or a requirement in a development plan for open space with unfettered access
by the public.

Public realm
Those areas in cities and towns that are visible, useable and accessible by the public.

Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS)
The main policy document setting out the Spatial Strategy for growth and development in the
south west region and the strategic policies which will shape this.

Section 106 agreement
See definition for Planning Obligation.

Spatial Planning
An ongoing, enduring process of managing change, by a range of interests that achieves
sustainable development.

Spatial Vision
A brief description of how the area will be changed by the end of the plan period.

Statement of Community Involvement (SCI)
sets out the standards to be achieved when involving the community in the preparation of plans
and in development control decisions. It is subject to independent examination.

Statutory
Required by law (statute), usually through an Act of Parliament.

Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA)
A generic term used internationally to describe environmental assessment as applied to policies,
plans and programmes. The European ‘SEA Directive’ (2001/42/EC) does not in fact use the
term strategic environmental assessment; it requires a formal ‘environmental assessment’ of
certain plans and programmes, including those in the field of planning and land use.

Strategic
A strategy-based policy or decision that operates at a higher level than a policy or decision
created to deal with local and day-to-day issues.

Supplementary Planning Documents (SPDs)
These cover a wide range of issues onwhich the plan–making authority wishes toprovide policies
or guidance to supplement thepolicies and proposals in development plan documents. They
will not form part of the development plan or be subject to independent examination.

Sustainable Development
A widely used definition drawn up by the World Commission on Environment and Development
in 1987: "Development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability
of future generations to meet their own needs." The government has set out four aims for
sustainable development in its strategy A Better Quality of Life, a Strategy for Sustainable
Development in the UK. The four aims, to be achieved simultaneously, are: social progress
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which recognises the needs of everyone; effective protection of the environment; prudent use
of natural resources; and maintenance of high and stable levels of economic growth and
employment.

Sustainability Appraisal
This is a mandatory process under the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 and is
used to promote sustainable development through the integration of social, environmental and
economic considerations into DPDs and SPDs.

Sustrans
The UK's leading sustainable transport charity. One of its projects is to establish a national
cycle network.

Targets
Objectives expressed in terms of specified amounts of change in specified periods of time.

Tenure
The conditions on which property is held. Examples are owner occupation, renting and shared
ownership.

Townscape
The general appearance of a built-up area, for example a street a town or city.

Transport Interchange
A planned facility for changing between different modes of transport (e.g. bus/car/cycle/ taxi).

Traffic calming
Measures to reduce the speed of motor traffic, particularly in residential areas. They include
education, enforcement and engineering.

Use Classes Order
contained in Town and Country Planning (Use Classes) Order 1987 and updated in 2005.
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Strategy Unit
Department of Development
Plymouth City Council
Civic Centre
Plymouth PL1 2AA
Tel: 01752 305477
Email: ldf@plymouth.gov.uk
Website: www.plymouth.gov.uk/ldf
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